January, for most people, invites reflection on the year past as well as hopeful optimism about that which will come, and it is no different for those
of us who live in the world of wine. California wine country certainly saw its share of ups and downs in 2017, yet when it comes to new wines that
made their ways to market, the stunning success that has marked the past several years did not abate. Times have been good, very good, in fact,
and the number of outstanding bottlings of every variety seems only to have grown. Consumers are smarter, more inquisitive and letting their
voices be heard. Winemakers who are never content to rest on past laurels are listening and keep moving ahead, and another year in the vineyard
and in the cellar means that good wines are getting better. And, there are more of them. It will be interesting to see the new stories and trends
of 2018, to see what little and big changes might leave their marks on the ever-evolving California wine scene, but unless the state suddenly slips
into the Pacific Ocean, it is certain its vinous trajectory will only continue to rise. We start the year out with absolute faith in the future and cannot
wait to taste what 2018 has in store.

ZINFANDEL
We confess to being dyed-in-the-wool fans of California’s most unique variety, and, even if we find ourselves wishing that there were more highachieving Zinfandels these days than there are, the top bottlings such as the latest efforts from Beekeeper, Renwood, Sobon Estate, The Hidden Valley
and Wonderment reviewed in this issue deserve mention in any discussion of the world’s important wines. And, those that are merely “good” are
among our favorites red wines with rustic fare of all sorts.

CHARDONNAY
We recall one of its highly regarded producers once telling us that Chardonnay was the perfect winemaker’s grape in that it is a blank canvas waiting
to be whatever a vintner might want, and it is indeed true that there are versions whose charms lie with exuberant fruit and others that impress with
extraordinary layering and depth. This month’s roster includes an especially wide range of styles and features special new bottlings from some of
today’s very best names.

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Running from pungently herbal to fruity and sweetly oaked, Sauvignon Blanc comes in many guises and defies simple description, and, if one bottling
does not predict the next, there is a host of tasty interpretations to be had. It is among the more versatile mealtime whites and is a leader in good
value, and, while most are meant to be enjoyed in their youth, there are a select serious few that can age splendidly.

CHARDONNAY AND SAUVIGNON BLANC RETROSPECTIVES 2003-2004
The capacity to age into better is rarely, if ever, among the criteria when assessing the quality of white wines, but experience teaches that the
attractions of well-crafted Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc are by no means limited to what they show in their first years. It turns out that waiting
can a yield a few unexpected pleasures.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW AND THE BEST WINES OF THE YEAR
2017 was anything but uneventful, and we take a moment to reflect back on a season that will be remembered as one of tragedy and high achievement
alike. Makers and growers faced more than a few challenges, but there was no dearth of fabulous new wines coming our way in the last dozen months,
and we include in this issue our picks of the bunch in what has been a most memorable year.

BEST BUYS
January inevitably has us checking our bank balances, but, holiday-strained budgets notwithstanding, good wine is still a necessity, and this edition of
Best Buys features noteworthy values in Cabernet Sauvignon, Sparkling Wine and Pinot Noir.
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It may have a devoted and decidedly zealous following among some California wine lovers, yet Zinfandel is a variety that has always faced something of
an uphill battle to win the hearts and minds of the broader wine-drinking
public. Its popularity has ebbed and flowed over the years, and, judging from
what we have seen lately in the fine-wine marketplace and what we are hearing from winemakers, it is hard not to conclude that Zin is in a bit of a swoon.
With regard to the number of acres planted, Zinfandel is second only to Cabernet Sauvignon in California, and, when comparing acreage and the
number of tons crushed year to year, there has been neither a decline nor appreciable growth in the amount of Zinfandel grown and made for the
past two decades. Still, considerably fewer bottlings arrive at our office as was once the case, and we find that when we go shopping for wines to
review, the selection of serious Zins found on better retailers’ shelves seems to be steadily thinning in recent years. Yes, there are very good offerings to be found, and accomplished Zinfandel has not disappeared, but there are not nearly as many as there once was, and, what we find instead
is an ocean of inexpensive versions flooding supermarkets and the big-box stores. Whether Zin’s current doldrums are temporary or a worrisome
sign of inevitable decline is not clear.
What is clear, however, is that while there is no shortage in the amount of Zin grown and crushed, the vast majority (more than 65% according
to USDA reports) is sourced from vineyards situated in the state’s warm Central Valley and not in the cooler, coastal sites where, like all noble
varieties, it reaches its best. And, many of those cooler-region Zinfandel vineyards, some of them quite old, are being hungrily eyed by producers
looking to replace them with other, more profitable varieties.
Now, this month’s message is not one of doom and gloom, but rather a rallying cry to the troops. There are still plenty of die-hard Zin devotees,
and we include ourselves among them, and more than a few very capable vintners who have refused to abandon what is one of California’s great
legacy varieties. Zinfandel Advocates and Producers (ZAP) has for over twenty years championed the cause of Zinfandel through education, advocacy and concerted efforts at preservation such as the Heritage Vineyard Project, and the organization’s annual Zinfandel Experience is slated
for San Francisco this month. The event is a three-day celebration of the variety that concludes with the extravagant Grand Tasting on January
20. Long-time Zin lovers will revel in a day well spent with their favorite grape, and newcomers looking to learn can find no better place to start.
Particulars can be found at https://zinfandel.org, and any and all inquiring wine lovers should be aware of ZAP’s commitment and efforts. We
have long been ZAP supporters and will be in attendance once again this year.
Zinfandel may be misunderstood and underrated, and it may be suffering a market lull of late, but it is not about to disappear, and we have high
hopes that, as the next generation of curious wine drinkers discovers its virtues, its best days may lie ahead.
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nose is replayed in the concentrated, very vital flavors that follow.
Full and firm with plenty of enlivening acid warding off so much
as a hint of heaviness, this a big, but very well-balanced working
of fine structure and length. Its fruity energy may invite drinking
right now, but it is built to get better and has the pieces in place
to improve for a half-decade or more. O T I $42.00

ir 1000 STORIES Small Batch No. 030 California 2015
Bourbon-Barrel Aged. Thick, highly ripened and low on Zin
energy yet clinging to berry-like fruit from front to back, this
weighty wine smacks of dried-grapes here and there but never
slides into wholesale desiccation. It flirts with a touch of oaky
sweetness and dark chocolate, and its slightly heavy gait suggests
that it should match up with cheese courses more comfortably
than with mains.
1 T I $19.00

* iu CASTORO Zinfusion Paso Robles 2015
15% Petite Sirah; 5% Barbera. Nicely concentrated and keyed
convincingly on defined blackberry fruit in the nose and following
suit on the palate, this full and fairly expansive effort hits the
varietal mark smartly. It is both ripe and well-balanced and, while
weighty, is never heavy, and it is buttressed by integral tannins
that afford a welcome bit of tactile grip without interfering with
its continuous fruit. There are reasons to wait notwithstanding
the fact that it is immensely tasty right now, and it should gain
in complexity and polish over the next several years.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $24.00

iq ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2015
Geared more to strawberries in its aromas than to blackberries
and hinting at a touch of tartness that is reiterated in its ripe and
slightly acidy flavors, this uneven effort intimates a bit of halfcandied sweetness on entry but winds up on a decidedly tangy
note at the finish and lacks the structural coherence to make us
big believers in its future.
3 B I $20.00

ir ARTEZIN Old Vine Mendocino County 2016
Candied berries emerge as the major theme of this mid-sized
offering early on, and, if arguably on the simple side, the wine is
clean, comfortably balanced and avoids the pitfalls of runaway
ripeness or heat. It is a fairly direct, slightly abbreviated look at
the grape that will hold for a few years, but its straightforward
style invites drinking now.
3 B I $18.00

iq CASTORO Estate Grown Paso Robles 2015
19% Petite Sirah; 4% Barbera. Although its cépage mimics that
of its successful cellarmate just above, this clean, yet comparatively
plain Zinfandel lags well behind when it comes to richness and
fruity strength. It is nominally ripe, but it sputters and dries on its
way to a mildly tannic finish, and, if it commits no unforgiveable
sins, it is wholly lacking in excitement. 1 B I $16.00

ir BALLENTINE Reserve Napa Valley 2015
7% Petite Sirah; 2% Malbec; 1% Petit Verdot. If putting a fairly
good first foot forward with a clean, well-defined nose of ripe
berries and following suit with solidly fruity flavors to match on
entry, this uneven wine surprises by taking a hard turn to tannic
coarseness and heat and proves to be a much tougher customer
than billed. It somehow manages to hang on to its fruit even as
its 16.2% alcohol flares at the finish, but this is a big, very brash
Zinfandel that is best saved for the cheese course, and it could
do with a few years of taming.
1 B A $45.00

ip CLINE Old Vine Lodi 2015
Ripe and soft with hints of bark and tree sap in its barely fruity
approach, this wine is relatively full in body but lacks the depth
and inner strength to take advantage of that size. It won’t hurt
your feelings at the price, but it is unlikely to do more than wash
down plates of red-sauced pastas.
3 T D $14.00

ir EASTON Shenandoah Valley 2014
Keenly varietal, ripe berry fruit is the centerpiece of this one’s
aromas, yet, once in the mouth, the wine fights to keep fruit to
the fore as narrowing acidity and pushy tannins conspire to cut
its flavors short. Although there is no question that four or five
years of age will go a long way in smoothing its rough edges, we
are left wondering if it, in fact, has the fruity heart to make
waiting fully worthwhile.
1 T A $35.00

ir CALCAREOUS Kate’s Vineyard Paso Robles 2015
8% Syrah. High ripeness is no sin in and of itself, and devotees of
full-bodied, very ripe Zinfandels are likely to find things to like
here, but, for all of its considerable size, this bottling wants a little
more fruit and a little less heat to win us over. It is firmed by a
welcome streak of acidity in the late going after a slightly soft
and sluggish start, and, while never a wine that conveys a great
sense of cohesion or crafting, it lacks for nothing in the way of
obvious richness.
1 T I $45.00

iq EASTON Rinaldi Fiddletown 2014
Here, again, this wine’s initial impressions of fruit are not all that
well sustained, and, while nominally smelling of ripe berries and
sweet spice, Easton’s Rinaldi Zin toughens and pulls up a bit short
on the palate. We are marginally more optimistic that its abovelisted cellarmate will be appreciably helped by age, but waiting on
either wine comes without guarantees. 1 B I $30.00

* jl CAPO CREEK Eva’s Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2015
Hard-charging Zinfandel fruit jumps to the fore in the intense
aromas of this immediately appealing wine, and the tantalizing
mix of sweet oak, blackberries and raspberries that meets the

*** jq BEEKEEPER Montecillo Vyd Sonoma County 2015
Striking in its depth and a bold, big-boned rendition of serious
structure that begs for time in the cellar, the latest from Beekeeper
is an authoritative Zinfandel of great substance and strength. Its
boundless, blackberry-like fruit is enriched with integral oak and
deft touches of sweet spice, and, although not in the least lacking
for ripeness, it stays clear of compromising heat. It will not come
into its own for a good half-dozen years, and we have no qualms
about predicting that it will age beautifully and reward keeping for
another decade after that. While a bit different than previous
efforts from this winery in that it recalls the extra concentration of
a fine Amarone, it is a collectable Zin that takes its usual place
among the very best of the vintage. O
T A $60.00
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by any measure but does not disappoint in terms of substance
and fruity heft, and its lot will be much improved by a few years
of cellaring.
O T A $28.00

ip GLUNZ Westside Reserve Paso Robles 2015

ir EROSTASIA Reserve Old Vine Lodi 2015
Chocolaty ripeness limits this thick, very full-bodied bottling’s
expression of fruit, and, while the wine is undeniably rich and
shows enough scattered suggestions of blackberries to work its
way into the varietal camp, it ultimately falls victim to a bit of
late-harvest desiccation and a little too much last-minute heat
and astringency to win full endorsement. 1 T I $30.00

Showing the same bias to ripeness as its cellarmates, but never
as keen and concise in fruit, the Westside Reserve Zin suggests
raisins and dried berries one moment and a vaguely menthollike element the next, and, while it is never sour per se, its steady
palatal drift to desiccation and sere tannins is punctuated by
notes of high-toned tanginess that call into question its chances
to improve over time.
O T I $28.00

iq EROSTASIA Reserve Old Vine Lodi 2014

ip GNARLY HEAD Old Vine California 2015

Cast in the same basic mold as its year-younger version, Erostasia’s
2014 Reserve musters even less fruit with which to offset the
effects of rampant ripeness. It is big and cumbersome and wholly
inelegant stuff with dark chocolate and raisins its dominant traits,
and even those who might fancy its heavy, over-the-top style
will more likely than not find its finishing wallop of mouth-drying
tannins to be an unwelcome challenge. 1 T I $30.00

Ripe and soft, vaguely rounded without being outgoingly fruity in
aroma and then soft and seemingly slightly sweet on the palate,
this wine may not be the stuff of Zinfandel dreams, but it is likely
to find a home at outdoor picnics, especially those featuring ribs
and sausages.
3 T D $12.00

iq GOLDSCHMIDT Gracepoint Railyard Vineyard 2013
Alexander Valley. Although it starts out on a positive note with
nicely ripened aromas of berries teamed with a bit of briary spice
and creamy oak, this relatively rigid young Zin tightens up in a
hurry, and its flavors are summarily washed-out by a wave of
mouthdrying tannins. It is not without fruit, but it is debatable
whether it has enough to weather the five-plus years of age that
its structure requires, and its chances of finding beauty with age
strike us as being iffy at best.
O B I $75.00

il EROSTASIA Old Vine Lodi 2015
If the winery’s two Reserve efforts push the limits in ripeness, this
one clearly crosses the line and is so pruney and port-like as to
be downright off-putting. It, too, is tannic and closes with a note
of evident sourness, and we see no way that time in the cellar
can possibly set it right.
1 T D $25.00

iq FIELD RECORDINGS Old Potrero Vineyard 2015
Arroyo Grande Valley. 5% Mourvèdre; 3% Syrah. Nominally
ripened with a bent to dusty berries on the nose and following
with solid, comparatively tight flavors that want for a bit more
fruity exuberance, this moderately full-bodied bottling is underlain
with a fair bit of acid-pushed tannin and winds up finishing on
the slightly stern side of things.
1 B I $25.00

iq FRANCIS COPPOLA Diamond Collection 2014

* jl GRGICH HILLS Estate Grown Napa Valley 2013

Although mustering a bit of obvious, moderately ripe fruit and
managing to fit within broad varietal lines, this uncomplicated
effort stops at being basic and clean, and it comes up short on
energy and depth. It tips to softness in balance with a scant touch
of tannin firming its finish, and it is a Zinfandel better tagged for
drinking sooner than later.
3 B D $15.00

Its ripeness notwithstanding, this wine does a fine job of keeping
its dried-grape notes in the background and instead keys on fairly
deep and convincing fruit. It is not a “fruit bomb,” and its lively
acidity tied to its berryish, brambly character contributes a level
of seriousness that belies its first nose. A bit of heat does pop up
in the finish, but, here again, it is the wine’s inner energy that
rules the day and will allow it to age for three to five years and
remain ripe but balanced.
3 T I $36.00

* is KENDALL-JACKSON Vintner’s Reserve California 2014
Leading with a precise, ripe-berry nose that is backed up in kind
by well-defined varietal flavors with plenty of vital fruit running
its length, this firmly built, moderately full-bodied bottling hits
the Zinfandel mark convincingly and is enjoyable right now, yet
it has the fruity stuffing, the keen focus and the fine balance to
develop gracefully for another three to five years.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $17.00

* it GLUNZ Dante Dusi Vineyard Paso Robles 2016
Ripe to the point of suggesting a bit of chocolate here and there
but possessing plenty of well-defined Zinfandel fruit at its heart
and insistently juicy in character even as youthful tannin rears its
head on the latter palate, this weighty wine is little concerned
with nuance at this point but earns the nod for persistence and
depth. It will succeed in the short term with heartier braises and
stews, but, given the choice, we would hold off on pulling its cork
for at least another two or three years. O T I $38.00

ip KENWOOD Sonoma County 2014
Reasonably ripe, yet never quite sure of just what it is, this slightly
candied, smaller-scaled effort speaks to Zinfandel with what is
at best a fairly hushed voice. It is limited in fruit, clean and a touch
tangy with a lightly lemony streak emerging as its half-hearted
suggestions of berries quietly fade.
3 B D $18.00

* it GLUNZ Reserve Paso Robles 2015
Built along ripe and decidedly sturdy lines but fairly sure in its
blackberry fruit from front to back, this slightly fleshy, full-bodied
working is both blustery and very rich yet is presently a bit blunted
by its slightly gritty, back-end tannins. It is not an elegant wine

* iu LA STORIA Block 303 Alexander Valley 2016
By Trentadue. 9% Petite Sirah; 2% Carignane; 1% Sangiovese.
Fully ripe yet not singularly defined by its ripeness and showing
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a good sense of fruity persistence and depth, La Storia’s Block
303 bottling smacks of blackberries, raspberries and a candied
cherry or two with nicely fit oak lending measured richness. It is
moderately full and slightly supple in feel with excellent length,
and the slight trim of heat that emerges late in the game will be
made moot by service with food.
1 T I $28.00

back-palate bitterness does it no favors either. Even a low price
cannot save it from itself.
3 T D $13.00

ip McMANIS Lodi 2016
11% Petite Sirah; 9% Tannat. If not quite rating high enough to
earn a GOOD VALUE designation, this inexpensive Zinfandel is
never going to disgrace itself or you as a basic, somewhat light
and grapey accompaniment to burgers and other simple fare. It
avoids the “sweet glop” styling that plagues so many of its basic
approach, and it can very often be found discounted below its
suggested retail price tag.
3 L D $12.00

* jl PEACHY CANYON D Block Paso Robles 2015
Made from 100% Zinfandel sourced from a small block of the
Mustang Springs Vineyard in the Adelaida District, this muscular
youngster is an extracted, fruit-focused Zin that stays away from
extremes. It is solid and structured, and, while ripe, it is not defined
by ripeness, and its fix on blackberries and slightly sweet spice
never wavers. It is big and built for keeping even if not so stern
that it cannot be enjoyed here and now, and it deserves to be
hidden away for four or five more years. O T I $85.00

ir MIKE & MOLLY HENDRY R.W. Moore Vineyard 2015
Coombsville. The Coombsville appellation has a reputation as
a comparatively cool growing district, but there is nothing about
this very ripe, slightly-too-hot Zin to suggest that it came from
other than a fairly warm site. It claims a good bit of richness yet
is compromised by coarsening tannins and obvious heat, and it
will be appreciated most by those who like their Zinfandels on
the ripe and sizeable side.
1 T I $40.00

* is PEACHY CANYON Westside Paso Robles 2015
8% Petite Sirah; 6% Alicante Bouschet. Direct and well-stated,
solidly berry-like fruit is the constant theme here, and, while the
wine does not show much in the way of layering or complexity,
it is fairly lively with a welcome bit of brightness tempering its
inclination to ripeness. It is Zinfandel well suited to service with
the likes of pastas bathed in meaty red sauces right now, and it
is balanced to provide useful drinking for several years.
GOOD VALUE
3 T I $22.00

iq PEACHY CANYON Incredible Red California 2015
Vaguely varietal and smelling of candied berries and slightly sour
plums but light on fruity conviction both in the nose and on the
palate, this medium-full-bodied wine is sweet-and-sour in taste
with a touch of something slightly green working its way into its
diffuse, nominally ripened flavors while its ill-defined fruit makes
a hasty retreat.
3 B D $15.00

* jl MIRO Gaddis Vineyard Old Vines 2015
Russian River Valley. Spot-on in terms of its varietal voice and
long on deep, optimally ripened, distinctly berry-like fruit with a
nice dollop of sweet oak in support, this very confident Zinfandel
is at once accessible and well-balanced and, despite being very
easy to taste at the moment, is a wine that is certain to keep well
and grow for a few years. It is rich without pushing the limits in
ripeness and is a Zin well worth seeking out.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $25.00

iq PEDRONCELLI Bushnell Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2015
Hesitant but not absent of fruit in the nose and hinting at berries
without a great deal of conviction, this one surprises a bit by being
bigger and riper on the palate than its less-than-forceful aromas
suggest. It turns out to be fairly burly and tough with undisguised
tannins outdistancing everything else at the finish, and, if a few
years of forbearance will help to temper its roughness, refinement
is simply not in its cards.
1 T I $25.00

iq MIRO Reserve Ponzo Vineyard Old Vines 2015
Russian River Valley. 12% Petite Sirah. A subtle suggestion of
sourness is a constant distraction throughout the length of this
thick and heavy-footed effort, and, if the wine hints at a bit of
jammy sweetness, it never quite finds clear fruity focus. It falls
well short of the success that we anticipate of its maker and, in
this outing, is outdistanced by Miro’s far more attractive bottling
from the Gaddis Vineyard.
1 T D $30.00

ip PEDRONCELLI Mother Clone Dry Creek Valley 2015
12% Petite Sirah. Nominally ripe yet never keen in fruit and a bit
bothered by a streak of dried reeds and bark, this sizeable wine
is slightly hollow at its heart and is a little too tannic for its own
good. Time might bring smoothing but it cannot fill all the
spaces that need filling.
3 T I $19.00

* is NICK GOLDSCHMIDT Fidelity Railyard Estate 2015
Alexander Valley. 12% Petite Sirah. Bright, berryish and very
slightly herbal on the nose and very much staying in step once
in the mouth, Goldschmidt’s Fidelity is a nicely stated, moderately
full-bodied Zinfandel that goes right to the varietal point. It shows
a few tactile angles and edges that are not unexpected for a wine
of its age and will need a few years of cellaring before rounding
into its best shape. That said, it is never so rough or ragged as to
make for difficult drinking in the near term, and, whether held
or enjoyed now, it is a Zin that does a fine job at the price.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $19.00

* jl QUIVIRA Dry Creek Valley 2014
Incisively fruity, but by no means a simple wine, and one that
reveals touches of sweet oak and spice as accents to its constant
theme of varietal berries, Quivira’s is a weighty, well-balanced
look at the grape that is as nicely polished as it is long on vigor
and youthful exuberance. It is fully ripe, but it is fruit, rather than
ripeness, that is its dominant message and remains so right to
the end of its lengthy, tannin-firmed finish. While it will certainly
serve well in the short term with sausages and savory pork dishes,
it is structured to keep and has the reserve to improve for another
three to five years.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $20.00

in OZV Old Vine Lodi 2015
With unexpected notes of soy and burnt chocolate, this wine is
surprisingly soft, sweet and out of balance on the palate, and its
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* iu ROCK WALL Mariah Vineyard Mendocino Ridge 2016
Showing a fairly classic mix of blackberries and briary spice in its
ample, fully-ripe aromas and intimating a good deal of extract,
Rock Wall’s Mariah Vineyard Zin is not without a fair bit of heft
on the palate, but its flavors stay fixed on well-defined varietal
fruit and show a bit of unexpected brightness. Still, this is a big
wine that demands service with appropriately hearty foods, and,
if sufficiently firm to repay aging, it is not too many years from
reaching its peak.
1 T I $45.00

* it ROCK WALL Rockpile 2016
Leading with a good measure of fairly dense, blackberry fruit in
the nose and very much following suit in the mouth, this fullscaled effort comes with plenty of palatal grip and is presently
blunted by its obvious tannins with a bit of heat the price of its
ample ripeness. It is both rich and substantial but still somewhat
backward, and it impresses as a wine best left to age for another
three to five years.
1 T A $45.00

** jn RENWOOD Grand Wren Amador County 2015
Clearly a wine of intent, but one that wins high endorsement by
way of its crafting and polish as much or more than for its deep,
fully ripened, very insistent fruit, this year’s Grand Wren is a big,
but beautifully balanced and decidedly distinctive Zinfandel that
shows a clear bent to serious winemaking. Never heavy despite
its ample size and not in the least given to bombast or drama, it
is as classy as it is uncompromisingly rich. It does not come cheap,
but it is a complete and involving effort that travels a unique path
all its own, and it is guaranteed to get even better over the course
of the next half-dozen years.
O T I $100.00

* it ROCK WALL Dry Creek Valley 2016
Although fairly accessible at first with lots inviting, sweetly oaked,
dark berry fruit leading the way, this solidly built, very full-bodied
offering pulls back and gets noticeably tannic in progression, yet,
while a little too gruff and grippy just now, it tenaciously hangs
on to its well-extracted fruit and runs no risk of drying out during
the three or four years of cellaring that its youthful astringency
commends. It will find favor with fans of gutsy, rustic Zins now,
but we would opt to wait.
1 T A $40.00

* jl RENWOOD Grandmère Amador County 2015
Renwood’s Grandmère marries Zinfandel with a considerable
complement of Barbera and is seasoned with a scant touch of
Syrah. This latest version exhibits a very good sense of pure, keenly
berry-like fruit framed by vanilla-bean oak on the nose and hints
at a bit of refinement, but it, in fact, turns out to be riper, bigger
and bolder than billed once in the mouth and is anything but
reserved. It heats up at the finish yet wins an enthusiastic nod for
its richness all the same, and a few years of age should provide a
modicum of much-needed polish.
O T I $65.00

* is ROCK WALL Alegria Vineyard 2016
Russian River Valley. 25% Other. Rock Wall’s Alegria Zinfandel
wanders slightly outside of the family fold insofar as it is a bit
brighter and firmer in construction with a pert turn to its welldefined, berry-like flavors. It is ripe without being emphatically so
and never as muscular as its mates, but it is presently on the
somewhat rigid, close-to-wiry side and needs at least a couple of
years in which to relax.
1 B A $45.00

ir RENWOOD Premier Old Vine Amador County 2015

* is ROCK WALL Reserve Monte Rosso Vineyard 2016

Wisps of sweet smoke and a touch of creamy oak overlie a quiet
bit of composed, berry-like fruit in the reasonably well-defined
varietal aromas of this wine, and, while its mid-density flavors are
moderately extracted, it wants for greater fruity presence and a
bit of palatal plumpness to counter the slightly drying tannins
that push up at the end. Age should help, and we would not be
surprised to see better fruity expression a few years hence, but,
for now, we have a reservation or two. 3 B I $20.00

Sonoma Valley. As ripe and fully extracted as any of the very
ripe Rock Wall bunch and not a wine for the faint of heart, this
thick, very full-bodied, palate-coating Zinfandel teeters right on
the brink of being too much. It is a deep and decidedly potent
wine to be sure, but its claim to considerable richness is based
less on concise fruit and more on unfettered ripeness. It comes
with a challenge or two as far as finding a comfortable place at
the table goes, and it joins those big, heady versions that will
work best as a foil to rich cheeses.
1 T I $55.00

ir ROCK WALL Cuvée Exceptionelle California 2016

* jl ROCK WALL Hendry Vineyard Block 29 2016

Here is a comfortable, ripe-leaning look at the grape that is not
quite as big and effusive as most of its cellarmates, yet it has the
definite, berry-like presence of Zinfandel and, if fully ripe, does
not err to heaviness and heat. It is nicely balanced and easy to
taste now, and it will make pleasurable and affordable drinking
while its headier, more robust siblings age into their best.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $18.00

Napa Valley. None of Rock Wall’s latest batch of new Zins shy
away from heady ripeness, and, while this very rich, generously
filled effort is no exception, it takes a step back and shows a bit
of polished restraint in its delivery of very keen, blackberry fruit.
It is full and well-focused with plenty of energy and a sustained
sense of strength that signals fine potential for a few years of
growth. There is far less Zinfandel being grown in Napa Valley
vineyards than there once was, and this one makes us wish that
there were more.
1 T I $45.00

By Steele. This straightforward, but very honest look at Zinfandel
adheres to the variety’s berryish norms, and, if hardly a wine of
great complexity or polish, it is a clean and approachable version
that sports fairly good balance for the moderately-full-bodied,
obviously ripened offering that it is. It is rounded and a touch
viscous in feel with but minimal tannins, and, while it does not
demand hasty drinking, neither does it require additional age.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $14.00

ir SHOOTING STAR Mendocino County 2015
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and ample flavors. It is slightly supple before grippy tannins arrive
and make the case for a couple of years of further aging, but the
wine will work in the short term with well-seasoned meats and
offers reasonable pleasure at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $20.00

** jn SOBON ReZerve Amador County 2015
Yes, it is a little rustic in the style that is often associated with this
appellation, but rusticity in Zinfandel has never been a sin in our
book, and when that bold and outgoing nature is accompanied,
as it in this wine by deep, fairly concentrated fruit, there are ample
reasons to dig right in. Its flavors are quite ripe and highly juicy,
its structure is firm from acidity and slightly brawny from tannin
yet those traits actually give the wine solidity and staying power,
and cellar time of two to four years will bring about some useful
smoothing and suggestions of polish.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $24.00

** jm THE HIDDEN GALLERY Dry Creek Valley 2015
By Patland. Patland’s prowess with Napa Valley Cabernet is well
known, and the winery has added an articulate, very solid, wellstructured, Dry Creek Zin to its portfolio. The wine is keyed on
varietally specific blackberry fruit with accents of dark soils and
briary spice in play from front to back, and its temperate trim of
sweet oak provides a slight boost in richness without getting in
the way of its fruit. It is not rough or ragged but is built along
comparatively sturdy lines, and, if easy enough to appreciate in
the near term, it will pay significant dividends if it is permitted to
age for a few years.
1 T I $90.00

* jl SOBON Fiddletown 2016
Ripe and a tad softer in texture than its mate above but no less
robust in its outgoing, zesty, concentrated character, this wine is
perhaps more destined for fans of the style simply because there
is very little held back here. Like the ReZerve, it can benefit from
cellar aging, but the rewards are likely to be somewhat less clear,
and this is the kind of full-blooded wine that we are more likely
to consume with post-prandial cheeses and walnuts than with a
typically savory Zinfandel dish like grilled sausages or pork chops.
GOOD VALUE
3 T I $22.00

* iu THREE Bigelow Contra Costa County 2015
Fully ripe though it may be, this ample, very full-bodied offering
does a very good job at keeping defined Zinfandel fruit in sight
at all times. It leads with effusive, oak-enriched aromas of berries
and dried plums and follows up with big flavors to match. While
it does not hide its elevated alcohol as well as it might, it has the
richness, the stamina and the fruity solidity to make its heat no
more than a minor distraction, and it counts as a genuine success
in the very ripe, no-holds-barred style. 1 T I $36.00

* iu SOBON Rocky Top Amador County 2015
This much is clear; the Sobon bottlings in this tasting cannot be
judged by ratings alone. Each has its strong points and its best
placement at the table, and, of the three, this is the most typical
table wine Zinfandel. Yes, it is a tad less dramatic than its mates
and a good deal less demanding of deeply savory foods. But that
is also its leading virtue because this wine is more accessible now
than its mates and is more likely to work comfortably with pizzas
and red-sauced pastas. And, not surprisingly, it joins its siblings in
being extremely well-priced relative to the competition.
GOOD VALUE
3 T I $18.00

* iu THREE Live Oak Contra Costa County 2015
Three’s trio of gutsy, emphatically ripe efforts are decidedly similar
in style, and, if they collectively show a marked lack of restraint,
they are each and all Zinfandels through and through. This one
fundamentally falls in step with its mates while coming across as a
tad more supple in feel with very specific, berry-like varietal
flavors that hold on nicely despite an eleventh-hour onrush of
grabby tannins and a muffled bit of heat. As is the case with its
companions, expecting elegance with age is expecting too much,
but, of the three, it is the one that should be the best mannered
after a few years have passed.
1 T I $36.00

* is ST. FRANCIS Old Vines Sonoma County 2015
12% Petite Sirah; 6% other. Despite its claim of relatively high
alcohol (15.4%), this medium-full-bodied offering does not run
to extreme ripeness and is clean, comfortably balanced and easy
to taste. It is not a shy wine by any means, but it is not a big, fullthrottle Zin that will have trouble fitting in at the table, and, if
likeable right now, it has the structure to age for a bit and will
provide pleasurable drinking for another four or five years.
GOOD VALUE
3 T I $22.00

* is THREE Evangelho Contra Costa County 2015
Contra Costa Zins rarely lack for ripeness and size, and this bigbodied working is exemplary of the district. It manages to convey
a fair bit of dark berry fruit despite its decidedly ripe bias, and,
even if on the thick and slightly heavy side, it does not drag its
feet. It is not a wine that will be embraced by those looking for
subtle, claret-like Zins, but it is bound to please devotees of bold,
unabashedly ripe renditions that will stand up to the very richest
meal-time fare.
1 T I $36.00

* is TERRA D’ORO SHR Field Blend Amador County 2015
13% Petite Sirah; 7% Barbera. Here is Zinfandel that backs away
from emphatic ripeness and finds its variety’s slightly spicy, very
clean, blackberry fruit at center stage. It is not a massive wine but
it does not lack for palatal fullness or weight, and its well-measured
tannins firm without toughening. It is the kind of Zin that will
make for easy matching with food and will do yeoman service
with spareribs and sausages.
1 T D $35.00

* it TOM MACKEY Sonoma Valley 2015
Very much exhibiting Mr. Mackey’s preference for sizeable, fully
ripe Zinfandels, yet a wine that shows better definition than either
of its mates, this ample working need make no apologies for its
ripeness and has more than enough fruity stuffing to buffer its
nominal tannins and slight heat. It keys on dark berries right from
the start and finds complexing touches of spice and dusty soil as
it goes and is the one that wins our vote as being the most likely
to shine after a few years have passed. O T I $30.00

* is THE CLEAVER Red Blend California 2013
70% Zinfandel; 20% Syrah; 10% Petite Sirah. Although never
effusively fruity, this solidly structured, moderately full-bodied
blend gives ample voice to Zinfandel blackberries with touches
of game and wisps of woody spice showing in both its aromas
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long finish. It capably proves that ripeness and balance are not
mutually exclusive, and it is sure to become more rewarding yet
as the years pass.
1 T I $44.00

* is WONDERMENT Pritchett Peaks Vineyard Rockpile 2015

* is TOM MACKEY Dog Tired Red Sonoma Valley 2015

The Rockpile district in northern Sonoma County has rightfully
become noted for expressive, full-bodied Zinfandels that make
no apologies for ripeness, and this fairly forthright version runs
right to the brink without going a step over. It is a mouthfilling
wine that can age for a bit, yet it is surprisingly approachable
now, and, if its riper embrace comes at the cost of a touch of
tag-end heat, it does not dry out or give in to desiccation and is
kept on course by berry-like fruit.
1 T I $55.00

70% Zinfandel; 15% Petite Sirah; 15% Malbec. While not far
removed from it companions in terms of substance and size and
a wine that is every bit as ripe at its heart, this small-lot blend
combines the berry-like fruit of Zinfandel with a bit of distinctly
different, slightly earthy spice and is buttressed by an extra dose
of toughening, back-palate tannin. It is as rich as it is rugged, but
rugged it most certainly is, and two or three years of cellaring is
strongly recommended.
O T A $25.00

iq WONDERMENT Burton Ranch Vineyard Old Vine 2015

ir TOM MACKEY Montecillo Vyd Sonoma Valley 2014

Kelsey Bench. Lake County. Getting off to a somewhat iffy
start with slightly cooked aromas that are low in positive fruit
and following up with ripe, but ungenerous flavors whose fruity
credentials are similarly a bit weak, this clean, soft-edged effort
drifts aimlessly to tannic dryness by mid-palate and pulls up fairly
short at the finish.
1 T I $35.00

Sporting a convincing varietal voice early on but steadily steering
to ripeness with a loosening hold on fruit as it does, this hefty,
somewhat roughshod effort claims a fair degree of richness even
if winding up a bit gritty and dry and palpably hot at the end. It
will benefit from a few years of smoothing, but refinement looks
to lie well out of its reach, and it joins those Zins that need pairing
with appropriately full-flavored fare. O T I $30.00

ir WRITER’S BLOCK Lake County 2015
This clean, well-made, mid-density Zinfandel does a good job at
avoiding extremes, and it comes without pretense to complexity
while offering up a nice bit of berryish fruit. It is a wine nicely
suited to pairing with richer, red-sauced pastas of all sorts, and,
if far from dramatic, it is a tasty rendition well worth the price.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $17.00

* iu ZIALENA Sonoma County 2013
From its dense, dark berry aromas to its very full and slightly thick
palatal feel, this is a Zinfandel that is geared to ripeness and extract
rather than brightness, and, while it toughens up at the finish,
its ample back-palate tannins afford it plenty of structural grip
and ward off any suggestion of softness. It is a gutsy, moderately
rich wine that could do with a bit of additional smoothing, and
it has the fruity weight to guarantee better three or four years
down the line.
1 T I $36.00

** jm WONDERMENT Bacigalupi Vineyard Old Vine 2015
Russian River Valley. Clean and concise with a wealth of very
deep Zinfandel fruit running its length, Wonderment’s Bacigalupi
bottling is a textbook look at the variety. It is ripe and weighty
but has the structure and fine texture that sets it apart from the
norm, and it stays on point all the way through to a particularly

Its virtues have long been a popular subject of debate, sometimes thought provoking and sometimes silly, but, when
all is said and done, Chardonnay, with all
due respect to its many interesting and
tasty cousins, is capable of producing
deeply satisfying white wines that are
unequalled in richness, complexity and
sheer fruity depth. There are reasons for its fame both in the Old World and the New, and January’s line-up of new offerings, which includes a
considerable number of highly recommended wines from some of the top names in business such as Paul Hobbs, Ram’s Gate and Three Sticks,
once again shows why Chardonnay remains the most in-demand white variety of them all.

chemical bitterness does in its stiff and ungainly flavors, and the
wine will need far more good luck than we see in its cards to
successfully outgrow its problems.
1 l D $20.00

* jl ANCIEN Musqué Coombsville 2015
There are wines that need age because they have not yet come
together, and there are wines that need age because they are on
the tough and unpolished side. This one is neither of those. It
needs cellar-aging because its juicy, buoyant fruit is somewhat too
simple at this writing but has the depth and focus to age nicely
and to find a bit more “bottom” with time in bottle. The Musqué
clone of Chardonnay probably accounts both for the wine’s easyto-like personality now and for the depth that makes us want to
lay some away for a few years.
1 l I $42.00

io BISHOP’S PEAK Edna Valley 2016

** jn BLACK KITE Soberanes Vineyard 2014

By Talley. Acrid and off-putting matchsticky elements effectively
hamper this one’s expression of fruit in the nose just as slightly

This nicely composed full-bodied bottling does an especially fine
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job in balancing fruit brightness against richness and ripeness
and comes up a winner on all counts. It leads with a multi-faceted
nose of apples, ripe pears and sweet lemons deftly framed with
toasty oak, and it follows through on its aromatic promise with
deep and sustained flavors to match. It is weighty to be sure, yet
firms as it crosses the palate, and its long and lively finish shows
that it has energy to spare. We like it a great deal now, but we
have little doubt that we will like it even more a bit later, and a
couple years of age are encouraged. O l I $48.00

** jm CHALK HILL WINERY Wright Creek Chalk Hill 2015
Big on ripeness, big on oak and big on ambition in most every
way, Chalk Hill’s 2015 Wright Creek bottling is a very rich and
flamboyant Chardonnay that throws caution and restraint to the
wind. It is quite full and slightly viscous to start and then gets a
touch coarse in the latter-going, and, if never letting up in its
richness, it does take on a bit of noticeable heat at the finish.
Success at the table will depend on pairing it with appropriately
flavorful foods, and fish and poultry recipes at the richer end of
the spectrum are a must.
1 l I $75.00

** jm BLACK KITE Sierra Mar Vineyard 2015
Santa Lucia Highlands. Effusively fruity and at the same time
decidedly complex on the nose with layers of ripe apples and
toast trimmed with a sweetening accent of crème brûlèe, this
very deep and vigorous young Pinot is both big and beautifully
balanced with a streak of enlivening acidity lending brightness
and fine length. If, on the one hand it is immediate and outgoing,
it is sufficiently firm on the other to encourage at least a few
years of age, and we anticipate very good things ahead even if
it is thoroughly delicious right now. O l I $48.00

* iu CHALK HILL WINERY Felta Chalk Hill 2015
Very ripe and very direct with a strong bent to sweet, fully ripe
apples right from the start and sweetened further from a broad
sweep of creamy oak, the Felta Chardonnay is a pulpy, very rich,
full-bodied working that favors richness more than keen fruit. It
heats up at the finish without losing its way, but it claims little in
the way of real finesse or restraint, and, even more than its mates,
it is a wine that demands pouring with dishes that will hold their
own against its hard-charging ripeness. 1 L I $75.00

* jl BLACK KITE Gap’s Crown Vineyard 2015
Sonoma Coast. So sweet and juicy as to suggest a wee touch
of residual sugar but backed by a good bit of balancing acidity
and never so much as hinting at heaviness, this winsome wine
is irrepressibly fruity from start to finish. Its careful appointment of
oak lends well-measured richness without threatening to upstage
its gregarious young fruit, and, if arguably a tad simple when
compared to its cellarmates, it is tasty stuff that is hard to resist
now and stands a very good chance at gaining a bit of complexity
with time.
O l I $58.00

* jl CHASSEUR Sanctuary Russian River Valley 2015
A lavish and fully packed effort that hits its maker’s usual marks
for no-holds-barred richness, Chasseur’s latest Sanctuary bottling
is one for those who fancy Chardonnays that are big, bold and
effusive. It is not in the least deficient in fruit, yet “fruitiness” is
not its principal message, and its concentrated aromas and flavors
run to ripe apples, sweet oak and baking spice with lightly leesy,
roasted-grain notes sitting quietly off to the side. It is nothing if
not rich, and, even if a bit of finishing heat is the price, it is a wine
that handily succeeds in its style.
O l I $60.00

ir CASTORO Reserve Paso Robles 2016
This mid-size, moderately fruity Chardonnay smacks of ripe apples
and a suggestion of pineapple in its near-juicy aromas and flavors,
and its interplay of enlivening acidity and slight sweetness makes
for a friendly, fairly spry, very easy-to-access wine that is both
well-suited to service with simple chicken dishes and easy to sip
on its own.
1 C D $22.00

iq CASTORO Paso Robles 2016
Although as fresh and lively as its tender age might predict and
hinting at a touch of sweetness here and there, this wine is a bit
lean and limited when it comes to essential fruit, and its flirtations
with matchsticks in the nose, its slight finishing coarseness and its
scant, last-minute catch of heat all suggest that it will be helped
by another six months in bottle.
1 l I $16.00

* it CHASSEUR Graton’s Choice Russian River Valley 2015
Chasseur Chardonnays are typically keyed on extracted, nearpulpy fruit, and this big-bodied, mouth-coating edition very much
fills the bill. It is lush in its ripeness and sweetened by a generous
dollop of oak with just enough underlying acidity to keep from
becoming heavy-footed. That said, it is not a wine that wants to
be set aside for too long, and its ripe and ready manner prescribes
drinking over the next couple of years. O l D $60.00

ir CLOS LA CHANCE Murphy’s Choice 2016
Santa Cruz Mountains. Lightly apple-like fruit sits at the center
of this wine’s moderately ripe, lightly oaky aromas and carries
on into the clean, slightly withdrawn flavors that ensue. While
briefly supple on entry, this one firms and tightens noticeably as
it goes, and, if taking on a ragged edge or two at the finish, it
does not entirely let go of its fruit and holds out a bit of hope for
better with a year of age.
O l I $35.00

** jn CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill 2015
Long on oaky richness but keyed first and last on concentrated,
ripe apple fruit with touches of lemon cream and toasted brioche
deftly floating in and out of the picture, Chalk Hill’s least pricey
Chardonnay is no less ambitious than its full-throttle cellarmates
and is, by a small degree, the deepest, best controlled of the three.
It is ripe and weighty, to be sure, but handily steers away from
softness, and its slightly oily entry is followed by a nicely fit bit of
firming acidity. It already shows a fine sense of layering, yet its
sustained impressions of youthful strength bode very well for
two or three years of improvement. 1 l I $42.00

ir CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve Monterey County 2016
Hinting at baked apples one moment and lemons the next with
a fair bit of sweet oak tossed in for good measure, the Clos La
Chance Reserve Chardonnay edges to softness and shows a very
slight sugary trim in the mouth. It is all out in the open and is
easy to quaff right now, and it is a wine best marked for early
drinking rather than one to hide away. 1 C D $30.00
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goes and pulls up a touch short as acidity and heat come up at
the finish. It hits the right Chardonnay marks but wants a little
more polish to move up in rank.
1 l I $42.00

iq CLOS LA CHANCE Harman Vineyard Central Coast 2016
Fairly mild-mannered and stinting on richness with a bare bit of
lightly lemony fruit to its name, this smaller-scaled offering runs
from rounded to firm on the palate, and its minimalist, vaguely
stony flavors taper and fade a little too soon with a slight bit of
heat peeking out at the end.
O l I $35.00

* it DOLIN Rincon Vineyard Arroyo Grande Valley 2014

io CLOS LA CHANCE Monterey County 2016

The much preferred of the Dolin Chardonnay duo in all ways and
showing a far better balance of oaky spice and essential fruit from
front to back, this very solid Chardonnay steadily keys on ripe
apples with hints of toffee and caramel sweetening its way. It is
full and somewhat supple in texture with seamlessly fit acidity
affording fine balance and length, and it is structured to benefit
from a few years of cellaring.
O l I $39.00

More chalky than fruity in scent and bothered by an intrusive,
fairly insistent matchsticky element throughout, this decidedly dull
and lifeless, medium-full-bodied wine is vaguely varietal at best,
and nothing about it leads us to believe that its lot will somehow
be bettered with age.
1 C D $25.00

ir CROSSBARN Sonoma Coast 2016
By Paul Hobbs. A far cry from the rich and very generously filled
versions that bear the Paul Hobbs name, this comparatively lean
and limited Chardonnay is a spry, mid-sized working that trades
on brightness rather than fruity richness or depth. It is sparing in
oak character and keys on green apples with glimmers of stony
spice scattered throughout, and it is better suited to service with
sundry seafoods rather than richer fare. 3 l I $28.00

ir DOLIN Estate Vineyard Malibu Newton Canyon 2015
A bit dusty on first smell with a reluctant bit of fruit only slowly
coming into view, this slightly supple, full-bodied wine musters a
fair bit of richness on the palate, but it again comes up a bit short
of fruit focus and drive and takes a turn to slight woody dryness
along the way.
O l D $39.00

* it DAOU Reserve Willow Creek District 2016

** jm DUTTON GOLDFIELD Walker Hill Vineyard 2015

Nominally ripened, apple-like fruit sits quietly beneath a coverlet
of sweet, oaky spice in the nose and takes its time in working its
way to center stage, and, while the wine is rich and full-bodied
on the palate, it again favors oak and suggestions of roasted nuts
and grains over somewhat reticent fruit. Given the wine’s age, it
may well be that that fruit is destined to emerge and play a more
pivotal role in the future, but, for now, this one should be
enjoyed for its ample richness.
1 l I $46.00

Green Valley of Russian River Valley. A little reluctant on first
nosing but gradually opening to show an attractive mix of precise,
ripe apple fruit and mildly spicy, wholly complementary oak, this
nicely constructed offering exhibits the balanced richness that
we have come to expect of its maker, and, if never an especially
dramatic Chardonnay, it is wonderfully well-focused with fine
fruity energy and exceptional length. It hits the mark now for
both polish and precision, but it is so well structured that it is
hard not to believe that it will impress even more if allowed to
develop for another two or three years. 1 l I $50.00

ir DAVIS BYNUM River West Vineyard 2015
Russian River Valley. Clean and varietally correct but a little
tight after its first suggestions of minerally fruit, this compact,
not-quite-filled-up offering makes its way into varietal territory in
a relatively quiet way. It shows an early bit of juice then gets a
touch angular in feel and wanders away with a touch of chalk
showing up at the finish.
3 l I $25.00

ip FETZER Sundial California 2016
On one level this clean and somewhat candied wine deserves
credit for being well made, but any varietal claims it may make
are something less than convincing. Take it as the inexpensive
warm-weather quaffer that it is, and look elsewhere for something
that clearly says Chardonnay.
3 C D $10.00

* is DEHLINGER Russian River Valley 2015

* iu FOLEY Rancho Santa Rosa Sta. Rita Hills 2015

Clean and nominally oaky with a slightly pulpy fruit presence that
sets it on the right varietal track, this ripe-leaning, moderately
full-bodied effort is slightly viscous on entry then coarsens as it

Starting with attractive, mid-depth aromas of fresh-picked Pippin
apples that are well-supported by a streak of crème brûlée oak
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and picking up a sprightly, bright citrusy note along the way, this
medium-full-bodied wine is somewhat round at entry and then
shows its youthful, firmer side across the palate. Likeable now, it
has plenty of room to grow and can be expected to reward a few
years of patience.
1 l I $30.00

for the virtues of grace, it is an impactful, fully stuffed one that
cannot be accused of understatement. 1 l I $38.00

* iu LAURENT Ritchie Vineyard Russian River Valley 2015
Ripe and yet still youthfully tight and a bit reluctant to show all
that it has, this deceptively deep bottling slowly gets up to speed
and delivers a good measure of slightly citrusy, green apple fruit
framed with spicy supportive oak. It is moderately full-bodied
with plenty of fruity flesh on its ample structural bones, but, if
fairly firm, it is never ungainly or stiff and it is an ageworthy look
at Chardonnay that is guaranteed to reward another few years
of cellaring.
O l I $65.00

ir LAURENT Ritchie Vineyard Russian River Valley 2014

* it GARY FARRELL Selection Russian River Valley 2015

It may be a year older than its 2015 companion, but this wine is
still fairly tight and less than forthcoming, and it inclines to citrus
and stones and decidedly tart apples at this point. If and when it
unfolds further with age ultimately remains to be seen, but given
that it has reached its third birthday, it is entirely reasonable to
expect that its minerally, slightly wiry, tight-fisted style will not
change appreciably over time.
O L I $65.00

A fairly solid aroma of ripe, slightly tight and lean appley fruit is
joined in the nose by a strong oaky overlay that adds range but
not as much richness as might be expected. Medium-full in body
and more than adequately endowed with bright acidity at every
stop, the wine has attractive pieces and shows the beginnings of
a polished package, but for now, it needs pairing with the likes of
tangy seafood dishes, and our recommendation would be that it
stay in the cellar for a year or two. 3 l I $35.00

ir HAYES VALLEY Monterey County 2015
By Clos La Chance. Here is a straightforward, no-frills Chardonnay
that plays to simple, apple-like fruit, and, while hardly challenging
more ambitious, high-ticket offerings with respect to complexity
and depth, it is a clean, nicely balanced, fairly continuous version
that steers clear of confection, and it is easy to like at the price.
GOOD VALUE
1 l D $15.00

** jo MERRY EDWARDS Olivet Lane 2014
Russian River Valley. Sporting a full measure of deep and very
well-formed fruit with neatly fit accents of cream and a deft bit
of lees lending complexity and added range, this carefully made,
many-layered Chardonnay manages to be ripe, rich and lively at
one and the same time. It is a full and very confident effort, but
for all of its richness it never so much as hints at being top-heavy
or too much of a good thing, and it earns very high marks for
its continuity, keen focus and altogether impeccable balance. It
will reward a few years of keeping to be sure, but it is absolutely
delicious right now.
1 l I $60.00

* jl KELLEHER Three Sisters Don Miguel Vineyard 2015
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. A bit hazy in appearance
and exhibiting the pulpy richness and fruity fullness that its look
so often predicts, this nicely filled offering is rife with sweet apples
and pears, and its well-considered complement of creamy oak
provides a measured boost in welcome richness. It is full-bodied
and invitingly fleshy in feel with a spot of last-minute raggedness
that is certain to mitigate with age, and its ongoing impressions
of structured stuffing make a couple of years of keeping a bet
without risk.
O l I $65.00

iq MORGAN Metallico Monterey 2015
Mildly matchsticky at first and showing a curious touch of grass
in the nose before reluctantly giving up a hesitant suggestion of
apples, Morgan’s unoaked Chardonnay has a fair sense of energy
but little in the way of fruity expression or depth, and its ragged
finish shows a faint catch of heat.
3 F D $22.00

** jm PATLAND Napa Valley 2014

* iu LA FOLLETTE Sangiacomo Vineyard 2015

Showing plenty of bright and ripe fruit with toasty oak adding a
nice bit of range to its aromas, this full-bodied wine is rich and
round on the palate with lively flavors that keep it balanced, lithe
and tasty all at the same time. It is certainly ready to drink now,
but it has room to grow for a bit yet and putting some away for
a year or three would not be out of order, especially for service
with dishes like Lobster Newburg.
1 l I $60.00

Sonoma Coast. Undisguised ripeness and very rich oak are the
two dominant themes of this one, yet the wine still manages to
muster a good sense of sweet apples even if defined fruit is not
the first thing in play. It is quite full in body with a slightly coating,
glyceriny mouthfeel and winds up with palpable heat punctuating
its lasting finish, and, if not a Chardonnay that will be extolled
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drinking up now yet should improve for another year or two if
given the chance.
O C I $68.00

ip PELLET Unoaked Sunchase Vyd Sonoma Coast 2015
Unoaked Chardonnays can be tricky to make. Chardonnay loves
oak both for the added character it brings and for the textural
smoothing that can happen as well. Many wineries also put the
wine in barrels without filtration and thus age the wine in contact
with the lees from fermentation. Without barrels, those enriching
and complexing adjuncts are harder to come by, and it is often
the case that unoaked Chardonnays are on the simple side with
shortfalls in depth and range. This wine not only has those issues
to contend with but also comes with an oddly candied, almost
plasticky note, and while the best unoaked Chardonnays can be
interesting, this one is not.
O F D $42.00

** jm PAUL HOBBS Russian River Valley 2015
Very rich with a wealth of extracted, fully ripe fruit with plenty of
sweet oak in support, this effusive, very deep and particularly
well-polished, impressively stuffed wine is both outgoing and
structured to grow for years. It is solid and fleshy and firm all at
once with a wonderfully sustained sense of juicy fruit, and its
many accessible attractions notwithstanding, we would argue
strongly against overly hasty drinking. 3 l I $55.00

* jl PAUL HOBBS Edward James Estate 2015
Russian River Valley. Mildly buttery with top notes of toast and
hints of caramel in the nose all of which traits are carried forward
and impart a degree of complexity to its rich, more fully fruited
flavors, the Hobbs’s Edward James Estate Chardonnay shows the
ambition and richness expected of its maker but is presently a bit
abrupt and winds up a tad chalky and dry at the finish. The wine
is quite good and age is prescribed, yet it seems unlikely to reach
quite the heights that its stunning sibling from the Ross Station
site is destined to achieve.
1 l I $85.00

ir RAEBURN Russian River Valley 2016
While not a Chardonnay of great richness and range, Raeburn’s
is a clean, nicely defined, very honest working that teams a nice
bit of appley fruit with a smattering of sweet oak. Its flavors show
a seeming whisper of sweetness that is followed up by a distant
hint of chalk, and service with food will effectively mask its minor,
last-minute bitterness.
1 C D $20.00

** jp RAM’S GATE Hudson Vineyard Carneros 2015
Picking a favorite between this wonderfully rich and expressive
effort and its companion from the neighboring Hyde parcel is a
difficult yet thoroughly rewarding task, and it, too, succeeds on
many levels starting with its extraordinarily deep and continuous
varietal fruit. Its intense, ripe apple statement is infused with a
full measure of toasty oak and lightly leesy notes of roasted grains
adding more complexity yet, and, like its sibling, it is big-bodied
and ambitious but exceptionally well-structured with the promise
of even better with age.
O l I $68.00

* iu PELLET Sunchase Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2014

** jm RAM’S GATE Green Acres Hill Vineyard 2015

A hint of roasted grains in the middle of medium-depth, ripe apple
scents gives this wine the beginning of layered complexity and
the creamy, slightly toasty oak does a good job of adding to the
aromatic range here. Full in body, decently balanced despite an
initial bit of softness at the front of the palate, this wine invites

Carneros. Very rich and ripe on the nose and never letting up
at any point, this one is arguably the biggest, most mouthfilling
of all the Ram’s Gate Chardonnays, and, if subtlety and nuance
are most definitely not its strengths, unabashed richness is. Its

*** jq PAUL HOBBS Ross Station Estate 2015
Russian River Valley. The Chardonnays of Paul Hobbs rarely if
ever want for intensity and richness, and, while this outstanding
effort has plenty of each, it is uncommonly well-crafted and earns
an extra round of robust applause for its sense of proportion, its
exemplary balance and its decidedly professional construction. It
is outgoing yet shows a real sense of reserve that encourages high
optimism for its future, and, as hard as it may be to resist its very
considerable youthful charms, a few years of cellaring are sure to
pay big dividends.
1 l I $85.00

*** jr RAM’S GATE Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2015
The Hyde and Hudson Vineyards in Carneros are justly renowned,
and Ram’s Gate yet again proves to be among the most capable
vintners when it comes to showing off just how good Chardonnay
from the two sites can be. This one from Hyde is a tour de force
in fruity expression, riveting depth and layered complexity, and it
is nothing less than brilliantly balanced for the full-throttle wine
that it is. It is as well-structured and insistent as it is enormously
rich, and it is an ageworthy rendition that deserves a place in the
cellars of serious Chardonnay collectors. 1 l I $68.00
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and minerals serving as accents rather than competition. It is a
serious Chardonnay of great stamina and length, and, while not
demanding an extended stay in the cellar, it will assuredly get
better over the next several years and looks to have a long life
before it after that.
1 l I $55.00

immense flavors of fully ripe apples and lavish, toasty oak may
strike some as being a bit overdone, and the wine is not one we
would pick as a partner to delicate dishes, but it is sure to shine at
the table when matched up to full-flavored fare, be it the likes of
thick-cut pasta bathed in a creamy, smoked-salmon sauce, roasted
duck or lighter pork recipes.
O L I $64.00

** jm RAM’S GATE Carneros 2015
As impressive as Ram’s Gate’s single-site Chardonnays may be,
the Carneros appellation bottling is also a serious, very well-made
member of the family. It stays in step with its pricier siblings as
far as substance and fruity depth are concerned, and, if perhaps
showing marginally less reach and range, it is a rich, solidly built,
full-bodied bottling with richness to spare. It, too, is a wine that
wants drinking with flavorful foods and is sure to please in the
near term, but it has the right pieces in place to age effortlessly
and grow for a few years.
1 l I $40.00

* jl THREE STICKS Gap’s Crown Vineyard 2015
Sonoma Coast. Rich, ripe and fairly full-bodied but showing a
fine sense of polish, this ample, very accessible wine is a layered,
generously filled Chardonnay that emphasizes lots of up-front
fruit highlighted with touches of sweet oak, minerals and a subtle
hint of smoke. While sporting plenty of youthful energy, it is lithe
and free of any acidy angles and edges, and, if never so soft that
it is in danger of fading away anytime soon, its plump palatal feel
invites drinking right now.
O l D $55.00

ir ROTH Sonoma Coast 2015
Simple and straightforward with its sights fixed on moderately ripe
apples with a scarce touch of oak joining in, this rounded, mediumfull-bodied Chardonnay inclines to slight softness in balance, and
its tendency to dry a bit on the back-palate confirms the need for
drinking without undue delay.
1 C D $22.00

* it WILLIAMS SELYEM Lewis MacGregor Estate Vyd 2015

* it SANTA BARBARA WINERY 2016

Russian River Valley. Although a ripe and moderately full-bodied
wine, this tightly drawn Chardonnay steers to acidy firmness and
shows a preference to green apples and citrus, and, despite its
impressions of fruity concentration, it presently impresses as being
a bit gangly and stiff. It is not thin and skinny, but it is far from
supple in feel, and, while it will serve well as foil to shellfish in
the short term, we expectation that it will loosen up and reveal
more over time.
1 l A $65.00

Santa Barbara County. Creamy oak and ripe apples are very
comfortably juxtaposed from start to finish here, and this clean
and continuous, insistently well-focused effort is an unqualified
success that earns an extra round of appreciative applause for its
surprisingly modest cost. It is an energetically fruity, medium-fullbodied Chardonnay that is as neatly composed as it is very
outgoing in character, and, if tasty now and hardly priced like a
wine meant for cellaring, it is structured to keep and putting a
few bottles away is a very smart choice.
GOOD VALUE
3 C I $17.00

* is SANTA BARBARA WINERY Reserve 2015
Santa Barbara County. Sporting a considerable serving of very
sweet oak and not all at shy when it comes to obvious ripeness,
the winery’s 2015 Reserve bottling is a fairly showy, if arguably
slightly overdone Chardonnay with bit of a mildly sugary, vaguely
tropical tone to its fruit. It does not err to softness, but neither is
it bright and brisk in balance and the best time for drinking is
sooner rather than later.
1 C D $26.00

* it ZOTOVICH Estate Sta. Rita Hills 2015
A bit riper, markedly richer and decidedly more complex than the
winery’s “Zoto” offering, this bottling marries apples and a touch
of sweet oak with suggestions of roasted lemons and a note of
minerally soils first in its mid-intensity aromas and then again in
its very clean, moderately deep flavors. It starts out like a weightier
wine than it ultimately proves to be, and, if slightly abbreviated
at the finish, it still earns good marks for its coherence and its
overall balance.
O l I $62.00

ip SEBASTIANI Steel Carneros 2014
Clean, crisp-apple fruitiness holds sway at first here but too-soon
starts to fade as the wine stiffens and proves to be fairly sparse.
Lacking in roundness and depth, this unoaked effort gradually
gives way to more bitterness than its fruit can comfortably mask,
and its finish is coarser than need be. 1 l D $19.00

ir ZOTOVICH Zoto Sta. Rita Hills 2015
Bright and buoyant in scent with zesty green apple fruit accented
by a hint of wildflowers and a bare touch of oak, this clean-ascan-be offering follows with slightly narrow, up-front flavors that
very much echo the nose in their focus on unfettered fruit. It is
not an especially rich wine, yet it is tasty and easy to like, and it
will provide useful drinking in the near term with simple seafood
dishes of all sorts.
1 l D $25.00

** jn THREE STICKS Durell Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2015
A differently constructed wine than its more rounded companion
from the Gap’s Crown Vineyard, this one is every bit as ripe and
well-filled, yet it is both firmer in build and even deeper in precise,
impressively extracted fruit that speaks to sweet apples at one
moment and fresh lemons the next with integral elements of oak
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Sauvignon Blanc has been and remains a reliable source of very good value in versatile, food-friendly white wines, but the variety is not without a serious side as
well and does not always get its just due when the discussion turns to those that are
compelling and genuinely complex. While it may be among our first choices when selecting a refreshing, light-hearted foil for chicken and
fish, there are Sauvignon Blancs that command thoughtful attention, and, as we have found time and again and report later in this issue,
the best can surprise by aging famously.

in ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2015

* it CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill 2016

Although not without a glimmer or two of grassy fruit, this hardedged wine is so pungently matchsticky in both smell and taste
that it never comes close to getting on track, and its combination
of wiry stiffness and chemicals makes it impossible to like however
much forgiveness one can muster.
3 F D $17.00

Scents of fresh Pippin apples are graced with a quiet bit of oak
and scattered notes of herbs on the nose here, and the wine’s
ample and similarly bright, full-but-zesty flavors stay keyed on
slightly juicy apples. Although nicely filled and reasonably wellsustained, this one runs into a bit of back-palate coarseness just
now, and, if service with food in the short term will help smooth
off its finishing edges, another twelve months in bottle should do
the trick even better.
1 l I $33.00

in BLACK STALLION Napa Valley 2016
Confected, chemically challenged and wholly absent of varietal
focus, this near-mawkish wine is sweet and soft with a vague
tutti-fruitti component standing in for even so much as a hint of
recognizable Sauvignon Blanc fruit, and it comes across as being
far cheaper than it is.
1 C D $22.00

iq CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve Central Coast 2016
Both of the Clos La Chance efforts come with a chemical strike
or two, and, if this Reserve bottling can lay claim to better balance
and a little more richness and depth, its fruity message is always
a bit blurred by a matchsticky overlay that holds it back from any
possible recommendation. A bit of age might help its cause, but
only optimists need apply.
1 l I $30.00

iq BOGLE California 2016
Bogle is a regular winner of GOOD VALUE recommendation, and
has again come up with a very nice wine for the money. It is clean
and distinctly grassy with a bent to juicy, close-to-sweet fruit, and
its slightly soft and edge-free construction makes for easy
drinking now. It is by no means complex or particularly deep, but
it is forthrightly fruity and has a distinct varietal voice, and it
would be hard to ask for more at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 C D $10.00

ip CLOS LA CHANCE Central Coast 2016
A bit of candied, vaguely melon-like fruit puts up a good fight
against a hard-to-miss matchsticky presence in both its aromas
and flavors, but, in the end, this slightly sluggish wine flattens
and stalls out with an annoying chemical bite to its otherwise
brief, low-energy finish.
1 C D $25.00

iq BONTERRA 49% Lake County 2016
48% Mendocino County. 3% Sonoma County. Try as it might
to be fruity, this soft, slightly viscous wine is not quite successful
in the attempt, and its flirtations with sweet melons give way to
simple confection. It is easy to drink but wants for energy and life,
and it closes with scant bitterness.
3 C D $14.00

io CASTORO Paso Robles 2016
Unappealing suggestions of matchstick, earth and hints of dried
straw in the aromas of this somewhat enervated effort go wanting
for fruity support, and, although the wine musters a momentary
bit of loosely varietal fruit on entry, its flavors quickly empty out
to bitterness and end with a chemical bite. 3 F D $16.00

* iu ERIC KENT Cuvée Renee Sonoma County 2016
Here is a filled-up Sauvignon Blanc that is long on engaging, very
easy-to-access fruit, yet it claims a touch of oaky richness as well
and nowhere smacks of candied confection. It smells and tastes
of white melons and kiwis with a slightly limey tang, and it is both
juicy and very spry in character with plenty of freshness and fine
length. Nothing about it in any way dissuades immediate drinking,
but its fruity energy and excellent balance ensure that it will hold
up exceptionally well and may even improve with a year or two
of additional age.
1 l I $31.00

* jl CHALK HILL WINERY Windy Ridge Chalk Hill 2016
A Sauvignon Blanc that goes a little further than most with respect
to substance and size and one that is quite explicit in both juicy,
melon-like fruit and fresh-herb traits, Chalk Hill’s Windy Ridge
bottling is a fairly full-bodied, but very well-balanced take on the
grape that is at once rich and lively. It recalls a brisk Chardonnay
in texture and weight yet is indelibly varietal at every stop, and
its combination of firmness and fruity depth makes us believe
that its best days lie ahead.
1 l I $40.00

* is FERRARI-CARANO Fumé Blanc Sonoma County 2016
Outwardly fruity from the very first sniff and staying the course
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through the length of its easy-to-taste flavors, the Ferrari-Carano
Fumé Blanc tilts ever so slightly to juicy sweetness with fine acid
balance keeping it fairly bright and alive. It is not among the more
varietally explicit Sauvignon Blancs and, in fact, shows little in the
way of the grape’s “greener” potential, but it is a tasty morsel
with food or on its own and is ready for drinking right now.
GOOD VALUE
3 F D $14.00

makes it one that will be equally appealing with a wide range of
chicken recipes or when sipped on its own.
GOOD VALUE
3 C D $12.00

iq JOSEPH PHELPS St. Helena 2016
Solid structure, good fruity presence and intimations of depth
can be found on the positive side of this one’s ledger sheet, but
the combined virtues of all do not wholly offset the matchsticky
liabilities in the nose nor its hard-to-ignore, back-palate chemical
burn. It is easy to see a certain ambition here, and another year
or two in the bottle may prove of benefit, but there are questions
enough about where this one will wind up, and waiting looks to
be a high-stakes gamble.
3 l I $40.00

iq JUSTIN Central Coast 2016
Lightly cardboard on first nosing then finding its varietal bearings
and mildly smelling of green berries and grass, this bottling aims
in the right direction without great conviction, and it is both a
tad watery and chalky in the mouth. It gets good marks for its
cleanliness, if not for fruity strength, and it comes up short in its
reach for recommendation.
3 l D $14.50

* is GEYSER PEAK River Ranches Russian River Valley 2015
Starting out with a light, but attractive nose of fresh melons and
pears trimmed with a minimal touch of grass and following suit
in its lively, slightly slender, briskly balanced flavors, this refreshing,
very clean Sauvignon Blanc trades size for spryness and will prove
a versatile mealtime choice that is particularly well-suited to a fairly
wide range of milder seafood dishes. 3 F D $22.00

ip KENDALL-JACKSON Vintner’s Reserve California 2016
Even if shadowy hints of herbs and grass peek out here and there
in its aromas and flavors, this one is far from varietally convincing
and steadily steers to simple, sweet and juicy confection that
will leave Sauvignon Blanc seekers looking. It is decidedly sanitary
stuff, but it is wine without soul, and, even if inexpensive, it does
little to please.
3 C D $13.00

ir KUNDE Magnolia Lane Sonoma Valley 2016
Lightly floral and mildly melony with a bare wisp of varietal grass
evident in its clean, but somewhat reticent aromas, this firmly
balanced Sauvignon Blanc may be a bit muted with regard to
basic fruit, but it is charged with lots of bracing acidity and its
zesty, slightly citrusy flavors are long on energy. It will make a
cleansing companion to lighter seafoods, and it has the vitality
to stand up well with age.
3 F D $17.00

* iu GRGICH HILLS Fumé Blanc Napa Valley 2015
Very much a Sauvignon Blanc that, depending on one’s taste, will
be seen as spot-on in varietal character or too intensely pungent
and overdone, this stridently weedy Fumé Blanc lacks for nothing
in the way of potency and depth. It is a relatively weighty wine
of solidity and structure and will certainly never be accused of
understatement, but those who revel in acute varietal character
will find a great deal to like here. As is typically the case with its
maker, it is a Sauvignon Blanc that will age famously, and we
would not be surprised in the least if it reaches its tenth birthday
in very fine form.
3 l I $31.00

iq GUENOC California 2016
Here is a clean and competent working that might be sparing in
excitement, but it offers up a modest measure of mildly juicy fruit
played against a smattering of varietal grass. While very much a
wine lacking in obvious ambition and reach, it is entirely drinkable
stuff, and it is reasonably likeable at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 C D $12.00

** jn MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Valley 2016
Ms. Edwards’s Sauvignon Blancs are typically among the richest
around, and the 2016 edition gives full voice to the winery’s riper,
weightier style. It begins with complete, abundantly fruity aromas
of key limes and green melons that are enriched by a soft trim
of creamy oak and follows with very deep, like-minded flavors
that eschew varietal grassiness while intimating Chardonnay in
their scale and richness. It is, withal, succulent, full-flavored stuff,
and, if a little too much for a platter of fresh oysters, it will make
lovely drinking with the likes of savory salmon recipes or a juicy,
roasted chicken.
3 l I $36.00

ir MORGAN Monterey 2016
On the lean and decidedly subdued side of things from its mildly
grassy aromas to its tightly drawn, mineral-tinged flavors, this
very firmly balanced bottling speaks with a fairly muted varietal
voice. Another six months of age should allow for some muchneeded smoothing, and, while a useful enough effort with the
likes of simple fish dishes, it is destined to remain in the smaller
end of the Sauvignon Blanc spectrum. 3 F I $17.00

* is JOEL GOTT California 2016
Nicely defined, squeaky clean fruit is the immediate and insistent
message here, and the wine’s attractive mix of fresh limes and
light grass puts it onto a well-focused varietal path. The wine is
fairly full and slightly supple in feel with more depth and richness
than its modest price predicts, and its decidedly juicy character
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iq NAPA CELLARS Napa Valley 2016
Once past a wispy, matchsticky note or two in the nose, this wine
keys on somewhat narrow, slightly green and grassy fruit. It is
not a rich or wildly expressive wine and its finish is trimmed with
the same matchstick-like distractions, but it makes fair claim to
varietal character and should benefit with another six to twelve
months in bottle.
1 F D $18.00

* jl SANTA BARBARA WINERY McGinley Vineyard 2016
Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara. Sauvignon Blanc has long
been a variety that affords exceptional value, but few manage to
excel at the price in the ways which this richly fruited, beautifully
balanced bottling does. Although a little reluctant at first in the
nose, it gradually unfolds and shows a layered mix of ripe melons,
kiwis and sweet limes with complementary notes of herbs and
stony soil lending interest, and its youthful, nicely filled flavors do
not miss a beat. It is incisively varietal yet handily avoids vegetal
extremes and exhibits terrific finishing length. There are not a
great many bottlings citing Santa Barbara’s tiny Happy Canyon
district as their home, but this one reaffirms our belief that the
appellation ranks with the state’s best when it comes to producing
memorable Sauvignon Blancs.
GOOD VALUE
O l I $19.00

* is PATLAND Napa Valley 2014

* it SANTA BARBARA WINERY Santa Ynez Valley 2016

A riper rendering of Sauvignon Blanc and one without a whit of
varietal herbaceousness, Patland’s is cast in a somewhat larger
mold with a good bit of oak overlying its lightly melony traits. It
is on the fuller and weightier side of things and is ultimately richer
than it is precisely fruity, and, although it tends to heat up just a
touch at the finish, it is never soft or unbalanced, and service with
food will go a very long way in mitigating its slight catch of lastminute coarseness.
1 l D $48.00

Here, again, this wine scores very high on the scale for first-rate
value, but it goes a step or two beyond simply being a good buy,
and it hits the varietal mark smartly with lively, very specific
Sauvignon Blanc fruit to spare. Its clean and inviting aromas of
sweet citrus and fresh herbs lead to lengthy, slightly succulent
flavors of the same, and it shows a good bit of brightness and
youthful snap. It is, on the one hand, tasty and ready to drink
now, but, on the other, it is more than capable of improving over
the next year or two.
GOOD VALUE
3 F I $17.00

io SEBASTIANI 70% Lake County/30% Sonoma County 2016
Even if grudingly deserving some credit for being clean, this very
plain and slightly viscous, fundamentally lifeless wine struggles to
say its varietal name, and its tentative hold on poorly defined
fruit loosens and lets go as unwelcome bitterness comes on too
aggressively at the finish.
3 F D $14.00

* is QUIVIRA Dry Creek Valley 2016
On the temperate side with respect to its grape’s herbal qualities,
yet showing specific notes of fresh grass comfortably merging
with its themes of green melon and pears, this smoothly textured,
mid-sized rendition is convincingly varietal without ever pushing
too hard. It is a mannerly Sauvignon Blanc rather than one that
screams for attention, and its wholesale lack of angles and edges
makes it a wine that will serve gracefully in the short term with
widely varied seafood and poultry dishes. 1 C D $24.00

ip ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County 2016
A bit of distantly grassy fruit puts up a fair defense against overly
obvious matchsticky elements in both the aromas and flavors of
this relatively diffuse, vaguely varietal offering, but the wine is
summarily cut off by bitterness and a slight burn at the finish
before it can win the fight.
3 F D $17.00

ir ROBERT MONDAVI Fumé Blanc Napa Valley 2015
Concerned less with its variety’s grassy aspects and geared instead
to riper, oak-accented fruit, this medium-full-bodied effort runs
to juicy melons with an underpinning of minerals and chalk and
hints only quietly at a distant touch of herbs. It is slightly rounded
in feel with nominal acidity warding off softness, and we see it
working more successfully as a partner to chicken and meaty fish
rather than more delicate seafoods. 3 C D $20.00

** jn WONDERMENT Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2016
Napa Valley. Wonderment’s first-rate Zinfandel reviewed earlier
in this issue finds an equally impressive partner in this carefully
constructed Sauvignon Blanc, and the latter garners very high
marks for its unwavering varietal focus and fine fruity depth. It is
moderately full-bodied and loaded with concentrated, lightly
herbal, lemon-tinged fruit, and, as inviting as it is in its youth, it
conveys an uncommon sense of reserve that is the harbinger of
great things to come. Well-made Sauvignon Blanc has the ability
to age and improve for many years, and this serious offering is
one that is destined to do so famously. 1 l I $35.00

ip ROTH Sonoma County 2016
Like too many of the new 2016 Sauvignon Blancs under review,
this one takes a shaky first step with a slightly acrid, matchsticky
element working to occlude its more positive aspects of fresh,
green apple fruit and never quite comes into clear focus. It is soft
and slightly sweet in taste but revisits the same bothersome traits
found in the nose, and its closing catch of chemical heat at the
finish does it no favor.
3 C D $15.00
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Chardonnay & Sauvignon Blanc Retrospectives 2003 - 2004
We have done Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc retrospectives over the years, and in those cases, we have found that both varieties are capable of
greater aging capabilities than that for which they are given credit. More recently, however, there has arisen a great hue and cry that modern day
Chardonnays have lost their bearings and are too soft, too low in acidity, too overblown to age more than a year or two past their introductions.
And, it is true that some Chardonnays, more than Sauvignon Blancs are blousy, overblown and best drunk up when young. But here are a couple
of truths that are best kept in mind. Ageworthiness is not a major determinant of quality. Peak drinkability is, however, and whether that peak
comes at three years or ten is not a matter of great concern so much as how high the peak rises. Still, we do cellar a lot of wine and the chance to
compare the two leading dry white varieties as they pass their tenth birthdays was compelling, and the further findings are that Sauvignon Blanc
often held its color but did not progress all that far while the Chardonnays looked darker in color but were generally more rewarding. Those
findings pretty much square with our long-held belief that depth, richness and reasonable balance are better indicators of age than acidity and
fresh, brisk personality. And a brief shout-out is due to Grgich Hills whose Sauvignon Blanc continues to show that depth and balance are not
mutually exclusive, and thus are the keys to long aging potential in any variety.

Chardonnay Retrospective

well and can be enjoyed in the next few years. It earned one star
and 90 points at the time of its initial review.

* it BEAULIEU Reserve Carneros Napa Valley 2003

** jm BARNETT Sangiacomo Vineyard Carneros 2004

This wine’s relatively deep golden color that now reaches into
brown would seem to signal a wine well past prime and heading
into its last roundup. And it is true that the very first impressions
in its aromas confirm that likelihood. But there is vestigial fruit in
the nose as well and more on the palate, and the wine, if a few
years past prime, is not ready for the knacker’s yard. It is rich, if a
tad dry, but it also comes with available fruit in the mouth to go
with its supple entry and long, slightly dry, reasonably persistent
finish. One star and 87 points when first reviewed and worth a
further look today.

** jn DOMAINE ALFRED Chamisal Vyd Edna Valley 2004

2004

2003

Despite a slight hint of advancing age in the wine’s first aromas,
it is still-accessible ripe apple fruit and attractive spice notes that
run the rule here, and the bright, still firm, slightly supple palatal
texture that follows furthers the notion that all is well. Yes, it is
an older wine, but age has been a boon to both texture and to
complexity and we would have no hesitancy in holding this wine
for another five years even though it is entirely inviting at this
stage. One star and 90 points at first review.
If ageworthiness, convincing depth and balance are the standards
of measure for an older wine, this one has met those markers in
superb order. The nose combines the rich patina of age with a
fair dollop of crisp, nicely intact fruit
that allows this wine to belie its
stated dozen years of age. It is
smooth on the palate and nicely
energetic in progression with
young flavors in league with aged
richness and a finish that goes on
and on. The wine should hold at
this level for years to come. Two
stars, 92 points at first review.

ir LEWIS Barcaglia Lane Russian River Valley 2003
It is usually the case that the highest rated wines when young
will turn out to be the most successful wines as they age. Sadly,
that is not the case here. Blame it on the cork if you will or just
plain bad luck, or maybe the wine just was not meant to age all
that well, but this one is oxidized and slightly sour, and only a fair
dose of underlying richness amid hints of suppleness pull it back
from the brink of disaster. As it is, the wine is long past its prime
and only has glimmers of the grandeur that once earned it two
stars and 92 points in our initial review.

* jl MINER Napa Valley 2003
Appreciation of older wines does take a bit of forbearance in that
primary fruit is almost always fading or gone by the time that a
dozen years have past. Yet, when things work out in the wine’s
favor, what one gets is a kind of rich, almost velvety patina and
sufficient energy and vestigial fruitiness to keep the wine alive,
interesting and, ultimately, a joy to drink. That this wine is a tad
given over to its acidity in the finish is no mark against it when
its depth and continuing length are considered—and that is why
its rating has grown. Drink it up now and over the next few years.
One star and 89 points at initial review.

ir LANDMARK Demaris Reserve Sonoma Valley 2004
79% Sangiacomo Vineyard; 21% Frostwatch Vineyard. The one
disappointment in an otherwise remarkable group of 2004s, this
one teeters on the edge of senescence and threatens to fall apart
in the near future. Its vestigial ripe apple fruit plays better in its
aromas than on the palate, and, while not dried out, it does get
a tad sharp as it ends. More interesting for its age than for its
reward, it earned one star and 88 points when first reviewed.

* iu VINE CLIFF Proprietress Reserve Carneros 2004

* it TESTAROSSA Michaud Vineyard Chalone 2003

Holding very nicely and promising to stay on its current plateau
for a few years yet, this rich-smelling wine is well-supported by
its still-healthy fruit in the nose, and, while that fruit is both full
and a tad tight on the palate, the overall effect is of a wine that
has matured nicely and has not lost a step even as it has filled in
and gained in range. There may be no need to age it further, but
if you have some in the cellar, so too is there no great rush to
drink it down immediately. One star and 89 points at first review.

If the juicy aspect of this wine, which was not ever its strong point
to begin with, has faded and brought forth a certain terroir-bound
earthy note in the most positive sense, along with measured oak
influences, it is not as if the fruit has flown the coop. The wine
is buoyant, rich and rounded to start with a distinct acidy, almost
minerally grip at the end, and it has retained enough fruit to be
quite interesting even now. It has probably peaked yet is holding
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it has earned its stripes as an older, successful wine. One star, 90
points when first reviewed.

2003

iq CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill 2003
Not sure if we can lay all blame at the feet of the cork here, but
it was wet through and through and saturated with wine, then
broke on being taken out, and, while the difficulties now faced
by this bottle would see it to an early exit, the underlying wine
still had acidity and a certain citrusy drift. Its color was dark,
even for a wine of its age and its nose was brittle, oxidized and
bereft of fruit. Things were more inviting on the palate, but here
too, the wine had run its race. One star, 88 points on first review.

* it DRY CREEK VYD Fumé Blanc Sonoma County 2003
Light-medium gold in color, and not out of line for a wine of its
age, this wine has stood up to the test of time and developed a
rich and honeyed patina to go with the expected diminution of
primary fruit. It is definitely alive, even if no spring chicken, and
it deserves a place of honor at the table alongside lighter poultry
or seafood dishes. One star and 87 points when first reviewed.

*** jr GRGICH HILLS FuméBlancNapaVly. 2004

** jm SAUVIGNON REPUBLIC Russian River Valley 2003

Perhaps it is not fair to the other entrants to include this
wine as we have had a couple of decades worth of
experience with older Grgich wines and they, more often
than not, have led the way in these retrospective tastings.
And so it is here. It is hard to imagine a California Sauvignon
Blanc approaching fifteen years of age and showing as
well as this wine. Its aromas are a mix of deep, citrus and
melon fruity notes showing not a whit of decay, but
offering the rich patina of age that was nowhere in sight
when we first tasted the wine a decade and change ago.
Indeed, if anything, we complained of slight simplicity
while predicting that bottle age could be the missing
ingredient. Well, today, this wine is balanced, energetic,
noticeably varietal albeit a little less “green” than it was,
beautiful to taste and long and rewarding in its aftertaste.
Two stars and 91 points when first reviewed. Bravo.

Started as a wine company in search of great Sauvignon Blancs
throughout the world, but now only producing from grapes in
the Marlborough region of New Zealand, Sauvignon Republic’s
first offering was this lovely wine from the Russian River Valley.
Today, it has retained its racy, lively demeanor and is clearly the
most fruit-driven of the 2003s and the kind of wine one hopes
to find in the cellar at its age but often does not. Its color is lightmedium gold and its insistent aromas combine reminiscences of
citrus and grass with a rich, honeyed, ripe-melon complexity. It is
supple and polished on the palate with surprising vitality, and it
stands as one of the exciting leaders of this tasting. It is worth
noting that this wine was bottled with a screwcap closure. One
star and 90 points when first reviewed.

* jl TURNBULL Oakville 2003
Easily the freshest tasting wine of the 2003s and showing less in
the way of aged development than any others, this cork-finished
bottling was almost too simple when compared to nearly every
other wine, and it suffered by comparison to the 2004 Grgich
Hills effort in both depth and range. Those minor distractions
aside, if you pulled this wine out of your cellar as it now reaches
a decade and half of age, you would be thrilled to find a wine of
its lithe style and bright spirit. It has the energy and stuffing to
stand brilliantly with lighter fishes like Dover Sole. And if it drops
a point from its first review at two stars and 91 points, it is still a
wine that has delivered quite well on its early promise.

* it HANNA Russian River Valley 2004
One might not choose a wine like this to put away for a dozen
years. After all, it was a nicely made, clean, balanced and easily
recommended offering, but it never proclaimed great potential,
and, indeed, it was the kind of fresh, lively wine that one might
well choose for drinking up sooner than later with a lighter fish
course. That it has not only lasted but has gained a bit of richness
and held onto its fruit tells us a- lot about what balancing acidity
can contribute to longevity. It may not be complex, but it is oh-so
satisfying and a good result for a one star, 87-point bottling.

2004

* is TURNBULL Oakville 2004

* iu DRY CREEK VINEYARD DCV3 Dry Creek Valley 2004

If not quite as special in its advancing years as the Turnbull 2003
above, this wine has picked up a deeper golden color than its
mate and is somewhat less vital overall. Still, it has held up well
considering its age and now shows a rich, viscous texture to go
with the first hints of sherry that are creeping into its aromas and
flavors. It may have nowhere to go from here and thus needs
to be drunk up sooner than later, but it is wholly acceptable for
its age. One star and 87 points when first reviewed.

We were immediately struck by the realization that this wine has
fully matured, and if it were to be judged against retention
of youth, it would be less kindly received. But it is a wine that
does also show the benefits of age and that is no mean feat. Its
acidity remains intact yet there is a distinctly lemony, minerally
character and plenty of zesty energy overall here. It is likely to
hold up for a few years given its zingy personality, and at its age,
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The Year in Review 2017
ith wine, it is always about the weather, and, if the previous few vintages were marked by an extended drought that
had us wondering when if ever it might end, things by and large went smoothly in districts throughout the state and
discouraging words from the vineyard were rare. 2017, however, will be remembered as a year of dramatic ups and
downs, but, in the end, winemaker optimism, as always, is high. It will, of course, be some time before the wines from
2017 come to market, and we will be there to report how the twists and turns of the vintage are manifest in this most
memorable year.

As to the particulars, 2017 got off to a favorable start with plentiful, much-needed rains refilling reservoirs and replenishing thirsty soils,
although as the year closed, the specter of drought is again being raised as winter rainfall has been but a fraction of normal. Harvest began early
and at a normal pace then picked up rapidly as August and early September were hit by a succession of very hot days that left vintners scrambling
to pick everything in a short span of time. Things cooled by mid-September and allowed growers of late-ripening varieties a welcome respite
before a series of devastating wildfires on the North Coast impacted wine country as never before. The good news is that, while the damage was
considerable for some, it was not all encompassing, and the vast majority of wineries survived with little or no loss. There are rumblings about
smoke taint in a few sites where grapes were still on the vine, but most of the crop in the affected areas had been harvested prior to the fires.
We have heard of isolated problems here and there, but nothing in the way of widespread concern. The things we hear most from wineries
throughout the north is that they are open for business and anxious to welcome visitors. And, as tragic as the circumstances were for a few in
Napa, Sonoma and Mendocino, it must be remembered that the rest of California’s great wine-growing districts were untouched. All in all, the
impact of the fires looks to be minimal to the state’s winemaking community at large, and the legacy of the 2017 harvest will be determined by
what is in the bottle, not by the sensational pictures we saw for weeks on the evening news, and misinformed reports of disaster in the vineyard
are best ignored.
As for emerging trends in those wines that came our way in 2017, we can best sum things up by saying that the remarkable string of successes
across the varietal spectrum starting in 2012 shows no signs of breaking. Times have been and remain very good, and when confronting the
question of what is hot and what is not, we find ourselves answering “nothing” and “everything.” No vinous varieties have recently leapt to the
fore and become darlings of the market, and none have become anathema. If anything, it seems that diversity and variety are being celebrated
with new fervor among wine lovers of all stripes; a welcome development to which we can only say “Amen!”
Cabernet Sauvignon, in particular, has shown splendidly over the last twelve months with an unprecedented number of outstanding examples
appearing in these pages, and, in fact, we found it a decidedly difficult task when selecting those to be listed in our annual “Best of the Year”
picks that follow. Not so long ago, there were more than a few voices announcing the death of aspirational Cabernets in California, but, if prices
continue to go up, demand appears to be strong, and wrong-headed predictions of Cabernet’s demise have, with very good reason, all but disappeared.
California Pinot Noir’s steady rise to respectability and then to growing fame as a world class wine has proceeded apace this past year. Serious
local Pinot is here to stay. Accomplished new bottlings regularly arrive at our tasting table, and the proliferation of multiple single-vineyard
offerings from individual wineries has become the norm not an exception. Syrah continues to have a smaller but very loyal following, and the
better renditions have more than proven their worth when measured against the world’s best. Despite the fact that there are outstanding examples being made by the likes of Beekeeper, Renwood, Ridge, Ravenswood and Storybook Mountain, to name but a few noteworthy producers,
Zinfandel has yet to emerge from the doldrums that have plagued it in the broader market for the past few years, but serious Merlot looks to be
on the verge of a considerable comeback after an unfortunate and overly long period of critical neglect. We have been vocal champions of wellmade Merlot for as long as we can recall and are gratified to see its star deservedly again on the rise.
Chardonnay still sits comfortably on its throne as the state’s justifiably most renowned white wine even as a host of lovely new efforts made from
Sauvignon Blanc, the aromatic varieties such as Riesling, Chenin Blanc, Gewürztraminer and Albariño as well as those hailing from the Rhône
remind that a fascinating range of downright delicious, local white wines awaits the inquisitive drinker, and the success of the Rosé revolution is
manifest in the widest selection of interesting, well-crafted pinks to date.
Finally, we would offer a few closing thoughts as we look back on the past year and ahead to the next. There has never been more commentary and
discussion about fine wine, and there has never been such a vast and varied collection of well-made bottles from which wine lovers of every persuasion can choose. The world of the Internet and social media has made for an unprecedented forum of discussion and exchange of information,
and as wine drinkers by nature are an adventurous lot on a constant quest to discover what is new, they are increasingly looking to learn what is
behind a name on a label. How a wine is made, why it turns out as it does and the ethics of its growing and making have happily become consumer
concerns, and informed consumers will be the engine driving California’s remarkable fine wine experience to ever-new heights.
We would like to finish by humbly thanking our readers for their deeply appreciated patronage and continued support in allowing us to do what
we love to do. We look forward to the coming year with great anticipation and together sharing the next leg of what has been an entirely extraordinary journey for Connoisseurs’ Guide.
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Best Wines of the Year 2017
As usual, we again wrap up our thoughts on the past twelve months with our picks for the top wines and winemakers of the year. It is a chance for
Charlie and Steve to look through the thousands of wines tasted and wistfully reminisce with an eye to choosing their personal favorites, and, as
much fun as the task may be in some ways, it is a genuinely difficult one in others. The lists this year could easily be twice as long as they are, and
neither of your trusty editors completed them without extensive thought, but tradition and space can make for hard choices and so we humbly offer
our picks of the bunch.

Winery of the Year:
Frank Family Vineyards

First named as the CGCW Winery of the Year in 2012, Frank Family Vineyards is the honoree once again for its resounding, across-the-board
success in 2017. Of the twenty-two Frank Family wines reviewed this past year, each received starred recommendation with three earning ***
status and thirteen garnering **. More remarkable yet, the collection of wines covered the varietal spectrum from Cabernet Sauvignon and Chardonnay to Pinot Noir, Merlot, Zinfandel, Sangiovese and Petite Sirah and, for good measure, included a brace of beautifully crafted sparklers as
well. The consistent quality manifest in so many different bottlings is an achievement rarely equaled, and one that makes our choice for this year’s
Winery of the Year award remarkably easy.

New Winery to Watch:
Blue Farm

Making its inaugural appearance in CGCW in 2016, Blue Farm offered up a small but stunning collection of Pinot Noirs and Chardonnays this past
year. The personal project of viticulturist extraordinaire Anna Moller-Racke, perhaps better known as the president and winegrower for The Donum
Estate, Blue Farm is a relative newcomer of undeniable importance and is name that we expect will remain in the top ranks for years to come.

Red Wine of the Year:

TREFETHEN Cabernet Sauvignon Hālo 2013 and LAIL Cabernet Sauvignon J. Daniel Cuvée 2014

We were faced with nothing less than an embarrassment of Cabernet riches in 2017, but two wines emerged as the highest rated wines of the year,
each earning a rarely achieved 97-point rating. Trefethen’s Hālo has become a perennial Best-of-the-Year recipient, while Lail’s J. Daniel Cuvée
bottling marks a new high from this outstanding producer.

White Wine of the Year:
HUDSON Chardonnay 2015

Highly regarded as a grower of importance whose name can be found on a handful of accomplished single-vineyard offerings from some the state’s
most prestigious winemaker’s, Lee Hudson has come up with an absolutely brilliant Chardonnay under his own label that is our unanimous pick
as the most memorable white wine of 2017.

CHARLES OLKEN’S Best of the *** Wines

STEPHEN ELIOT’S Best of the *** Wines

ARROW & BRANCH Cabernet Sauvignon 2014
BLUE FARM Farmhouse Anna Katherina Vineyard Pinot Noir 2014
JEFF COHN Buffalo Hill Rockpile Vineyard Syrah 2014
HUDSON Chardonnay 2015
KRUPP BROTHERS Black Bart's Bride Stagecoach Vineyard Viognier 2014
LAIL J. Daniel Cuvée Cabernet Sauvignon 2014
PATLAND Stagecoach Vineyard Syrah 2014
RIDGE Geyserville Zinfandel 2015
THREE STICKS PFV Estate Pinot Noir Sonoma Coast 2015
TREFETHEN Halo Cabernet Sauvignon 2013

BLUE FARM Farmhouse Anna Katherina Vineyard Pinot Noir 2014
FRANK FAMILY Patriarch Winston Hill Cabernet Sauvignon 2014
HUDSON Chardonnay 2015
ILLUMINATION Sauvignon Blanc 2016
LAIL J.Daniel Cuvée Cabernet Sauvignon 2014
PATRIMONY Cabernet Sauvignon 2013
RAVENSWOOD Old Hill Zinfandel 2014
SCHRAMSBERG Reserve Sparkling Wine 2008
TERRE ROUGE ASCENT Syrah 2014
TREFETHEN Halo Cabernet Sauvignon 2013

Best of the ** Wines

Best of the ** Wines

BLACKBIRD Illustration Merlot 2015
BORJÓN Complejo Barbera 2013
CORISON Kronos Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 2014
DOMAINE CARNEROS La Rêve Sparkling Wine 2011
DONUM Anderson Valley Pinot Noir 2014
GRGICH HILLS Miljenko's Selection Essence Sauvignon Blanc 2015
HUDSON Estate Grown Syrah 2015
KNIGHTS BRIDGE Pont de Chevalier Chardonnay 2015
THREE STICKS Durell Vineyard Pinot Noir 2014
STORYBOOK MOUNTAIN Estate Reserve Zinfandel 2013

BLUE OASIS Docker Hill Vineyard Pinot Noir 2014
BORJÓN Complejo Barbera 2013
CASTELLO DI AMOROSA Ferrington Vineyard Gewürztraminer 2016
CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Eroica Riesling 2015
DAOU Mayotte Syrah 2013
DRAGONETTE Vogelzang Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc 2014
DUCKHORN Three Palms Vineyard Merlot 2013
HUDSON Estate Grown Syrah 2015
NOCETO Riserva Sangiovese 2014
TESTAROSSA Diana’s Chardonnay 2015
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Best Buys in the Market
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
If it seems at times that good Cabernet necessarily comes with prices that make regular drinking difficult, there are
more than a few top-notch offerings available that will help ease seasonally strained budgets without sacrificing
quality. The deep and defined ** GRGICH HILLS Old Vine Yountville 2013 ($43.00) deserves special attention
from discriminating, price-conscious Cabernet fans, and it is joined by a pair of memorable 90-point bottlings, the
beautifully focused * SEQUOIA GROVE Napa Valley 2014 ($40.00) and the * TRENZA Obispan San Luis Obispo
County 2013 ($35.00) a rich and weighty, Cabernet-based blend that will shine when teamed with savory meat
dishes of all sorts. The wonderfully polished * TEXTBOOK Napa Valley 2014 ($33.00) similarly checks in with a
90-point rating and earns second mention for its poise and varietal precision, and the * WHITEHALL LANE Tre
Leoni Napa Valley 2014 ($26.00), a rich, deeply flavored proprietary blend of Cabernet, Merlot, Syrah and Zinfandel, earns an especially appreciative tip of the cap for its priceworthiness. Other easy-to-find recent favorites that are still on the market include the * STEELE Red Hills
Vineyard Lake County 2014 ($26.00), the * SUMMERS Andriana’s Cuvée 67% Sonoma County, 33% Napa County 2015 ($20.00), the DRY
CREEK VINEYARD Hillside & Benchland Dry Creek Valley 2014 ($26.00) and the * FIRESTONE Santa Ynez Valley 2014 ($22.00), and, new
to the CGCW Best Buy roster, the CASTORO Paso Robles 2015 ($16.00) and the SOBON ESTATE Amador County 2014 ($18.00) are an affable,
well-fruited, 86-point pair priced for everyday drinking.

SPARKLING WINE
Regular readers of CGCW are aware of our particular fondness for good fizz, and, if California is responsible for
countless fine sparklers, we believe that local versions provide some of the best bubbly values to be found anywhere
in the world. Three 90-point efforts head up this month’s Best Buy bottlings, and the briskly balanced * ROEDERER ESTATE Brut Anderson Valley ($24.00), the creamy, well-crafted * LAETITIA Brut Cuvée Arroyo Grande
Valley ($28.00) and the richly fruited * GLORIA FERRER Brut Rosé Carneros ($29.00) are lovely expressions of the
Méthode Champenoise that deliver unparalleled quality at the price. GLORIA FERRER checks in with another pair of
standouts, the bright, mildly minerally * Blanc de Blancs Carneros ($22.00) and the neatly tailored * Blanc de
Noirs Carneros ($22.00), and both the crisp and creamy * MUMM Brut Prestige Napa County ($24.00) and the
exuberantly fruity * MUMM Brut Rosé Napa County ($24.00) earn enthusiastic recommendation as well. The frothy * SCHARFFENBERGER
Brut Excellence Mendocino County ($20.00) gets high marks for its freshness and fine stream of bubbles, while the yeasty, strawberry-like *
RACK & RIDDLE Rosé North Coast ($22.00) and the nicely composed, quietly complex * GRUET Brut Rosé American ($17.00) rank high on our
list of affordable, Rosé favorites, and the * KORBEL Blanc de Noirs California ($13.00) continues to show its maker’s special knack with the genre.

PINOT NOIR
New Pinots will again be featured next month, but a few standouts from recent vintages merit second mention while
supplies remain. Leading the way among high achievers that hit the mark for quality and value, the neatly crafted **
FRANK FAMILY Carneros 2015 ($35.00) and the precise, deeply fruited ** MORGAN Twelve Clones Santa Lucia
Highlands 2015 ($35.00) are guaranteed to delight even the most picky Pinotphiles as will the * BOUCHAINE
Estate Carneros Napa Valley 2014 ($35.00), an expressive 90-point effort that is well worth seeking out. Keep an
eye out as well for the nicely defined, very well-balanced * AU BON CLIMAT Santa Barbara County 2016 ($24.00),
and the lively * BISHOP’S PEAK San Luis Obispo County 2015 ($22.00) rounds out our January collection of
notable buys.

Connoisseurs’ Series

** MORGAN Pinot Noir Double L Vineyard 2015, ** PEACHY
CANYON Zinfandel Bailey Adelaida District 2015, **
TESTAROSSA WINERY Pinot Noir Doctor's Vineyard 2015 and **
PROSPECT 772 Grenache The Brat Sierra Foothills 2014.

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’
Guide readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star
selections, the CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club
makes hard to get wines available for you. Featured this month are:

For more information about CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES, please call the California Wine Club at 1-800-777-4443 or visit www.cawineclub.com/connseries
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January 2018 Index
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1000 STORIES Small Batch No. 030
ANCIENT PEAKS Sta Margarita Ranch
ARTEZIN Old Vine Mendocino County
BALLENTINE Reserve Napa Valley
BEEKEEPER Montecillo Vyd
CALCAREOUS Kate’s Vineyard
CAPO CREEK Eva’s Vineyard
CASTORO Zinfusion Paso Robles
CASTORO Estate Grown Paso Robles
CLINE Old Vine Lodi
EASTON Shenandoah Valley
EASTON Rinaldi Fiddletown
EROSTASIA Reserve Old Vine Lodi
EROSTASIA Reserve Old Vine Lodi
EROSTASIA Old Vine Lodi
FIELD RECORDINGS Old Potrero Vyd
FRANCIS COPPOLA Diamond Collection
GLUNZ Dante Dusi Vineyard
GLUNZ Reserve Paso Robles
GLUNZ Westside Reserve Paso Robles
GNARLY HEAD Old Vine California
GOLDSCHMIDT Gracepoint
GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley
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KENDALL-JACKSON Vintner’s Reserve
KENWOOD Sonoma County
LA STORIA Block 303 Alexander Valley
McMANIS Lodi
MIKE & MOLLY HENDRY R.W. Moore
MIRO Gaddis Vineyard Old Vines
MIRO Reserve Ponzo Vineyard
NICK GOLDSCHMIDT Fidelity
OZV Old Vine Lodi
PEACHY CANYON D Block Paso Robles
PEACHY CANYON Westside
PEACHY CANYON Incredible Red
PEDRONCELLI Bushnell Vineyard
PEDRONCELLI Mother Clone
QUIVIRA Dry Creek Valley
RENWOOD Grand Wren
RENWOOD Grandmère
RENWOOD Premier Old Vine
ROCK WALL Hendry Vineyard Block 29
ROCK WALL Mariah Vineyard
ROCK WALL Rockpile
ROCK WALL Dry Creek Valley
ROCK WALL Alegria Vineyard
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ROCK WALL Monte Rosso Vineyard
ROCK WALL Cuvée Exceptionelle
SHOOTING STAR Mendocino County
SOBON ReZerve Amador County
SOBON Fiddletown
SOBON Rocky Top
ST. FRANCIS Old Vines Sonoma Co
TERRA D’ORO SHR Field Blend
THE CLEAVER Red Blend California
THE HIDDEN GALLERY Dry Creek Vly
THREE Bigelow
THREE Live Oak
THREE Evangelho
TOM MACKEY Sonoma Valley
TOM MACKEY Dog Tired Red
TOM MACKEY Montecillo Vyd
WONDERMENT Bacigalupi Vineyard
WONDERMENT Pritchett Peaks Vyd
WONDERMENT Burton Ranch Vyd
WRITER’S BLOCK Lake County
ZIALENA Sonoma County
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DAVIS BYNUM River West Vineyard
DEHLINGER Russian River Valley
DOLIN Rincon Vineyard
DOLIN Estate Vineyard
DUTTON GOLDFIELD Walker Hill Vyd
FETZER Sundial California
FOLEY Rancho Santa Rosa
GARY FARRELL Selection Russian River
HAYES VALLEY Monterey County
KELLEHER Three Sisters
LA FOLLETTE Sangiacomo Vineyard
LAURENT Ritchie Vineyard
LAURENT Ritchie Vineyard
MERRY EDWARDS Olivet Lane
MORGAN Metallico Monterey
PATLAND Napa Valley
PAUL HOBBS Ross Station Estate
PAUL HOBBS Russian River Valley
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PAUL HOBBS Edward James Estate
PELLET Sunchase Vineyard
PELLET Unoaked Sunchase Vineyard
RAEBURN Russian River Valley
RAM’S GATE Hyde Vineyard
RAM’S GATE Hudson Vineyard
RAM’S GATE Green Acres Hill Vyd
RAM’S GATE Carneros
ROTH Sonoma Coast
SANTA BARBARA WINERY
SANTA BARBARA WINERY Reserve
SEBASTIANI Steel Carneros
THREE STICKS Durell Vineyard
THREE STICKS Gap’s Crown Vineyard
WILLIAMS SELYEM Lewis MacGregor
ZOTOVICH Estate Sta. Rita Hills
ZOTOVICH Zoto Sta. Rita Hills
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GEYSER PEAK River Ranches
GRGICH HILLS Fumé Blanc Napa Valley
GUENOC California
JOEL GOTT California
JOSEPH PHELPS St. Helena
JUSTIN Central Coast
KENDALL-JACKSON Vintner’s Reserve
KUNDE Magnolia Lane Sonoma Valley
MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Valley
MORGAN Monterey
NAPA CELLARS Napa Valley

2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

* 		 is
* 		 is
		 ir
		 ip
* GV jl
* GV it
		 io
		 ip
** jn

PATLAND Napa Valley
QUIVIRA Dry Creek Valley
ROBERT MONDAVI Fumé Blanc
ROTH Sonoma County
SANTA BARBARA WNY McGinley Vyd
SANTA BARBARA WNY Santa Ynez Vly
SEBASTIANI 70% Lake County
ST. FRANCIS Sonoma County
WONDERMENT Hyde Vineyard

2014
2016
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

		 ir LANDMARK Demaris Reserve
* 		 iu VINE CLIFF Proprietress Reserve

2004
2004

* 		
* 		

2004
2004

CHARDONNAY
* 		 jl
		 io
** jn
** jm
*
jl
		 ir
		 iq
** jn
** jm
* 		 iu
* 		 jl
* 		 it
		 ir
		 ir
		 iq
		 io
		 ir
* 		 it

ANCIEN Musqué Coombsville
BISHOP’S PEAK Edna Valley
BLACK KITE Soberanes Vineyard
BLACK KITE Sierra Mar Vineyard
BLACK KITE Gap’s Crown Vineyard
CASTORO Reserve Paso Robles
CASTORO Paso Robles
CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill
CHALK HILL WINERY Wright Creek
CHALK HILL WINERY Felta
CHASSEUR Sanctuary
CHASSEUR Graton’s Choice
CLOS LA CHANCE Murphy’s Choice
CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve
CLOS LA CHANCE Harman Vineyard
CLOS LA CHANCE Monterey County
CROSSBARN Sonoma Coast
DAOU Reserve Willow Creek District

SAUVIGNON BLANC
		 in
		 in
GV iq
		 iq
		 io
* 		 jl
* 		 it
		 iq
		 ip
* 		 iu
* GV is

ANCIENT PEAKS Sta Margarita Ranch
BLACK STALLION Napa Valley
BOGLE California
BONTERRA 49% Lake County
CASTORO Paso Robles
CHALK HILL WINERY Windy Ridge
CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill
CLOS LA CHANCE Reserve
CLOS LA CHANCE Central Coast
ERIC KENT Cuvée Renee
FERRARI-CARANO Fumé Blanc

CHARDONNAY RETROSPECTIVE
2003
* 		 it BEAULIEU Reserve Carneros
		 ir LEWIS Barcaglia Lane
* 		 jl MINER Napa Valley

2003
2003
2003

* 		

it TESTAROSSA Michaud Vineyard

2003

**
**

jm BARNETT Sangiacomo Vineyard
jn DOMAINE ALFRED Chamisal Vyd

2004
2004

2004

SAUVIGNON BLANC RETROSPECTIVE
2003
		 iq CHALK HILL WINERY Chalk Hill
* 		 it DRY CREEK VINEYARD Fumé Blanc
** jm SAUVIGNON REPUBLIC Russian Rvr Vly

* 		
2003
2003
2003

2004

jl TURNBULL Oakville

* 		 iu DRY CREEK VINEYARD DCV3
*** jr GRGICH HILLS Fumé Blanc

Write to us at PO Box V, Alameda, CA 94501. Our phone is 510-865-3150.
Fax: 510-865-4843. Email: cgcw@aol.com. Web: www.cgcw.com.
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2003
2004
2004

it HANNA Russian River Valley
is TURNBULL Oakville

